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Due to the hotel’s close reliance on the environment and local communities, 

sustainability has magnified in the hospitality industry. Hotels strongly consider about 

environmental issues and adopt pro-environmental programs as a part of their corporate 

social responsibility (CSR) and business models. However, despite hotels’ highly active 

engagement in green CSR, hotels face challenges communicating their pro-environmental 

efforts because CSR communication may backfire by provoking condemnation from the 

belief that companies are mainly trying to benefit themselves via CSR practices, which are, 

in actuality, supposed to benefit society. Following a dearth of more in-depth research in 

CSR communication, this study looked into the message framing strategies that hotels 

could employ to effectively communicate their green CSR information to their consumers 

in two ways, in compliance with the two primary objectives of CSR communication – to 

inform and to persuade.  

First, Study 1 investigated consumers’ responses to a hotel’s informative green 

CSR message. Building upon the claim objectivity and correspondent inference theory, it 

revealed that an explicit and specific CSR message was effective to reduce consumers’ 

skepticism, bolster their perceived CSR motives as public-serving, and improve a hotel’s 

brand image and reputation. Consistently, an impact-focused message, which described a 
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hotel’s actual contributions to environment, demonstrated not only the same effects but 

also, increased consumers’ trust towards a message. Second, for a persuasive CSR 

message, Study 2 mainly examined the effects of flattery presented in a hotel’s green card 

on prompting consumers’ green behavior at a hotel based on the self-enhancement theory. 

It indicated that flattery significantly enhanced consumers’ towel reuse intentions at a hotel. 

Also, it mitigated their skepticism, and led them to believe in a public-serving motive. 

Through two studies, a role of skepticism and perceived motives was highlighted that these 

two constructs, as mediators, could explain the mechanism of consumer responses to a CSR 

message. This dissertation contributes to advance the understanding of consumer judgment 

of different types of pro-environmental CSR messages and further, provides empirical 

framing strategies for hotel practitioners to effectively communicate with their consumers 

for their green efforts. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Corporations have placed a growing emphasis on sustainability in their businesses 

during the last two decades (El Dief & Font, 2010). In the hotel industry, in particular, the 

trend has been magnified (de Grosbois, 2012) due to its close reliance on the environment 

(Kirk, 1995) and local communities (Chung & Parker, 2010). They benefit greatly from 

the natural surroundings of their business’s location, which do not actually belong to 

them, meaning that they earn profits by their surroundings and by utilizing natural 

resources to improve the service quality provided to their guests. For example, if you 

were planning to travel to Banff to enjoy the scenery and natural environment, the first 

thing you may think to do would be to make a hotel reservation. The traveler’s primary 

intention is not to take a trip to a specific hotel in Banff, but the hotel generates business 

on the strength of the local, natural environment. Thus, being irresponsible with the 

environment would critically diminish their resources and further, may threaten their 

business retention (Kirk, 1995). Further, according to the online booking site, 

TripAdvisor (2013), 79% of travelers considered a lodging property’s pro-environmental 

engagement a significant criterion when they made a lodging choice. In other words, 

hotels supporting environmental causes or adopting pro-environmental programs as part 

of their corporate social responsibility (CSR) is not only expected by consumers, but it 

can also function as a business strategy for hotels to increase their sales (Brady, 2005; 

Flammer, 2012; Porter & Kramer, 2006). 

Over 80% of U.S. hotels are involved in a variety of green programs (Hetter, 

2013), yet it is a challenge for them to communicate such CSR activities. Generally, 
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companies are ambivalent toward CSR communication because it may backfire by 

provoking condemnation from the belief that companies are mainly trying to benefit 

themselves via CSR practices, which are, in actuality, supposed to benefit society 

(Schlegelmilch & Pollach, 2005). Differently stated, hotels face challenges 

communicating their CSR actions while maintaining genuine credibility of their role as 

socially responsible members of society (Brønn & Vrioni, 2001; Duncan & Moriarty, 

1998) without evoking the belief of being avaricious or deceptive (Foreh & Grier, 2003). 

Further, there are several reasons that CSR communication is becoming more important 

and intricate. First, consumers have a high interest in companies’ CSR involvement. 

Consumers these days demand corporations to be good society-mates that contribute to 

and share their community, culture, and environment. They also increasingly want to be 

aware of what companies do in their CSR domain (Nielsen, 2013) to make sure that 

companies act as “good citizens” (Andreu, Casado-Diaz, & Mattila, 2015). Second, 

because individuals engage in different information and reasoning processes to 

understand corporate messages, companies should take discreet approaches in their CSR 

communication to prevent consumers from arriving at unintended, distorted conclusions. 

These various issues serve as a backdrop to inspire the investigation of CSR 

communication strategies so that corporations, including hotels, do not jeopardize the 

success of their CSR efforts.  

Even as substantial research has been devoted to environmental CSR practices, 

especially in the hotel area (Kang, Stein, Heo, & Lee, 2012), CSR communication needs 

more in-depth research (Reisch, 2006). This manuscript helps broaden the understanding 
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of effective green CSR communication in the hotel industry in two ways, in compliance 

with the two primary objectives of CSR communication – to inform and to persuade 

(McWilliams, Siegel, & Wright, 2006). Consistent with the two primary purposes of CSR 

communication, hotels usually provide green CSR messages in two different ways: (1) on 

their website and (2) directly to guests by placing a message card in the hotel room. 

Generally, CSR information on a hotels’ website intends to inform consumers about their 

efforts and a direct message card in a hotel room aims to persuade guests to participate in 

a hotel’s green program (e.g., reusing towels).  

Based on the following overarching research questions, the present study is 

motivated by the fact that the content and volume of information would vary across 

different message types.  

 
1. What message strategies can hotels use to strategically communicate their green 

actions?  
 

2. What can be a strategy to induce hotel guests to behave pro-environmentally 
while staying at a hotel? Can flattery promote hotel guests’ green actions? 

 
 
To find out the answers to these questions, this study employs an empirical 

approach with two experiments. For the first research question, it explores the effects of 

different message features – objectivity and focus – on consumers’ perceptual responses 

with a focus on an informative CSR message. The responses are composed of two 

categories – CSR-oriented and marketing-oriented responses. CSR-oriented responses are 

comprised of consumer skepticism, perceived motives, and message credibility. 

Marketing-oriented responses are a hotel’s brand image and reputation. The second 
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experiment explores a message strategy to elicit a consumers’ green behavior at a hotel 

by looking into a well-known persuasive tactic – flattery. Even though flattery accords 

with consumers’ psychological needs in the service business context such as a feeling of 

pleasure or the fulfillment of self-esteem, marketing scholars predominantly spotlighted 

its effects under the sales context. As the second experiment investigates how flattery 

works in a hotel’s persuasive CSR message with respect to consumers’ intentions to reuse 

towels while staying at a hotel, it opens a novel approach to create a CSR message and 

also, persuade individuals to become pro-environmental hotel users. Additionally, as 

major challenges in CSR communication, consumer skepticism and perceived motives 

are considered of relevance to flattery effects. 

This manuscript is composed of five sections. Following the introduction is a 

literature review, which provides an overview of CSR development, CSR 

communication, related consumer responses to CSR messages, and theoretical concepts 

to develop hypotheses. The third chapter explains two experiments for Study 1 and 2 

respectively to examine the proposed hypotheses. Implications inherent with findings 

from each study are discussed in the fourth chapter and lastly, the overall conclusions are 

discussed. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

This chapter reviews the development of CSR, which clarifies the importance of 

exploring marketing effects in relation to CSR engagement, followed by CSR 

communication and barriers. In addition, key constructs and theoretical concepts are 

reviewed, as the foundation of the hypotheses proposed in the current study, are 

reviewed. 

COPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR) 

The Concept of CSR 

Initiated in the late 1930s, the modern concept of CSR that is still applied was 

framed in the 1950s. During the early phases of CSR practices, the demand for using 

CSR in business was disputed. Bowen (1953), who proposed the first definition of CSR, 

argued that large corporations had strong power to influence society members; thus it 

should be imperative for firms to be socially responsible. According to his definition, 

CSR is “The obligations of businessmen to pursue those policies, to make those decision, 

or to follow those lines of action which are desirable in terms of the objectives and values 

of our society” (p. 6). Researchers in the 1960s also agreed that managers should include 

CSR in their business plans, but addressed the importance of voluntary involvement and 

long-term economic benefits from practicing CSR actions. Davis (1960) mentioned both 

economic and social perspectives in his definition of CSR: “businessmen’s decisions and 

actions taken for reasons at least partially beyond the firm’s direct economic or technical 

interest” (p. 70). Specifically, he concluded that firms’ CSR efforts would be composed 

of two different aspects – (1) economic development and (2) human value development. 
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That is, a company’s social responsibility would refer to not only serving an economic 

purpose such as maintaining market competition or providing jobs, but also benefitting 

individuals, such as inspiring them or helping each other to advance society as a whole. 

His point of view was widely acknowledged for the next several decades (Carroll, 1999) 

implying that scholars in later years also continued considering CSR in the managerial 

setting with its economic contributions by a company.  

In the 1980s, the view of CSR changed to consider it as a process rather than an 

outcome (Carroll, 1999). CSR was seen as a process of how a company became involved 

in pro-social activities, not a simple action. Carroll (1983) defined four facets of CSR – 

economic, legal, ethical, and voluntary/philanthropic – and stated that voluntarism was 

the most crucial element to differentiate CSR from other social obligations that a 

company should follow. With these four characteristics, Carroll (1999) refined the 

definition of CSR: “The CSR firm should strive to make a profit, obey the law, be ethical, 

and be a good corporate citizen (p. 43).” This definition is extensively accepted and is 

still applied to current CSR studies.  

In the 2000s, on the basis of the broader understanding of CSR, by embracing not 

only social benefits, but also marketing concepts, researchers expanded their studies to 

the global level (Frederick, 2008). This might be because of companies’ dynamic 

business in the international market and the fact their economic and social influences are 

not constrained to the domestic market. Thus, they should be responsible to not only 

local, but also international communities. Lantos (2001) proposed three types of CSR 

practices that companies could conduct: ethical CSR, altruistic CSR, and strategic CSR. 
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Among these, he claimed that most companies have chosen strategic CSR and it is the 

right choice as it produces a win-win situation for both society and a company. While 

ethical and altruistic CSR entail moral or lawful actions and goes beyond the scope of 

business to sacrifice companies’ resources without any direct benefits or financial returns 

to companies (Brenkert, 1992; Degeorge, 1990), strategic CSR can be a company’s short-

term investment with long-term gains, including monetary earnings (Lantos, 2001). 

Finally, the most recent definition of CSR proposed by Kotler and Lee (2005, p. 3) is 

“CSR means a commitment to improve [societal] well-being through discretionary 

business practices and contributions of corporate resources.” 

The review of the development of CSR concepts explains that CSR has been 

taken into consideration from two contrasting angles: social versus managerial. In the 

earlier days, researchers mainly argued the necessity of firms’ CSR practices because 

companies, as a powerful institution in society, were obligated to take responsibility for 

their influence on society. Accordingly, they tried to develop theoretical concepts to 

persuade firms and facilitate CSR actions. However, moving along, CSR has turned into 

a non-economic marketing strategy, which leads companies to voluntarily participate to 

satisfy their stakeholders’ expectations and eventually, to affect companies’ sales or 

branding. That is to say, now, CSR is a requirement for companies, which leads scholars 

to look into effective ways to implement practices to bring advantages not only to 

society, but also to firms. Therefore, researchers’ attention has been drawn towards the 

marketing effects of CSR efforts, which may conflict with the ultimate goals of pro-social 
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work, but provides logical and adequate rationales for companies to conduct CSR 

activities.  

CSR in the Hotel Industry 

Coming from a relatively short history, hotel CSR has flourished since the late 

1980s and 1990s with a focus on sustainable performances (Levy & Duverger, 2010). 

CSR engagement is seen as even more crucial for hotels in that hotels are primarily 

customer-focused and interact closely with customers (Tilt, 1997). Additionally, hotels 

could create stronger and more positive impacts on hotel sales through CSR activities 

(Tilt, 1997). With respect to marketing consequences specifically, Sheldon and Park 

(2011) found that a number of U.S. tourism companies used CSR as a business tactic and 

included CSR features in their mission statement. It enables hotels to signal that they 

consider CSR as a core of their business model and to be seen as an ethical and socially 

responsible company.  

McGehee, Wattanakamolchai, Perdue, and Calvert (2009) insisted that there are 

three additional reasons that hotels should be involved in CSR: (1) CSR can aid to build 

internal employees’ loyalty and retention, (2) hotels can develop good relationships with 

local communities, which may result in a competitive positioning in an area where they 

operate their business compared to other hotels that do not practice CSR efforts (Porter & 

Kramer, 2002), and (3) hotels’ CSR implementations can lead policy makers or 

legislators to set the hospitality industry as a priority to consider. As decision makers are 

apt to have positive perceptions about the lodging industry, they are less likely to 

recognize severe negative impacts from the business so that concerns caused by the 
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industry tend to be set aside when they make policy decisions (McGehee & Meng, 2006). 

Thus, hotels’ vigorous CSR engagement can strengthen the importance of the industry’s 

movement and draw policy makers’ attentions to enlighten them about its seriousness. 

From a social accountability perspective, researchers also stressed hotels’ CSR. Due to 

the hotels’ high consumption of natural and cultural resources including environmental 

degradation, waste of food, energy, and water (Kirk, 1995), occupation of community’s 

spaces, and negative effects on local businesses (Chung & Parker, 2010), hotels should 

strive to mitigate such outcomes. Further, as consumers’ awareness of both hotels’ 

ecological footprint and their solutions, it is inevitable for hotels to endeavor to 

implement CSR initiatives.  

Hotels become involved in various CSR practices in many different ways. The 

European Federation of Food and Agriculture and Tourism and Tourism Trade Unions, 

Hotels, Restaurants, and Cafes launched a CSR program called “An Initiative for 

Improving CSR in the Hospitality Sector” in order to work for compliance as to 

employees’ working environment such as gender equality, health and safety, wages, and 

training systems (Holcomb, Upchurch, & Okumus, 2007). The ways to practice pro-

social efforts have been in diverse formats such as donations, sponsorships, employees’ 

volunteering opportunities, or ethical operations. Yet, as previously stated, hotels have 

taken major notice of environmental improvement since the environment is one of the 

key attributions that potential hotel guests consider when making a travel decision 

(Knowles, Macmillan, Palmer, Grabowski, & Hashimoto, 1999).  
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Started in 1992, the green movement has rapidly grown among global lodging 

properties by practicing Agenda 21, which was a set of global pro-environmental 

guidelines proposed by the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC), the World 

Tourism Organization (WTO), and the Earth Council. This trend is ongoing and has been 

reinforced since the beginning of the 2000s (Carroll & Shabana, 2010). Holcomb et al. 

(2007) categorized hotels’ CSR programs into five kinds – (1) community, (2) 

environment, (3) vision and value, (4) marketplace, and (5) workforce – and found out 

that programs for sustainability were dominant in the industry. Also, members of the 

Travel Industry Association of America selected green behaviors as the most significant 

CSR practice in their business (Sheldon & Park, 2010).  

As reflected in the practical field, more than 81% of hotels in the U.S. are 

currently running a pro-environmental program such as towel reuse or recycling and 

asking guests for participation while staying at a hotel (Hetter, 2013). Since 1993, the 

Green Hotels Association has informed consumers about what being green a hotel means, 

what their goals and actions are, why being green is important for hotels, and so on to 

help them to understand hotels’ pro-environmental developments. In addition, the 

International Hotel and Restaurant Association formed the Global Council on CSR in 

2003 to escalate hotels’ socially responsible operations including eco-friendly efforts. 

Moreover, in 2013, TripAdvisor launched the GreenLeaders program and more than 

2,000 American hotels have joined the program (TripAdvisor, 2013). The program 

provides information about the levels of a hotel’s pro-environmental efforts and helps 

consumers, especially green conscious travelers, with hotel selection.  
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CSR COMMUNICATION 

For intended positive consequences of CSR practices, hotels need to show their 

philanthropic endeavors to the public. Accordingly, CSR communication is an essential 

aspect in their CSR engagement. Scholars conclude that CSR communication is 

mandatory for firms in conjunction with actual CSR performance because it enables 

companies to handle unexpected or negative CSR-related issues (Brønn & Vrioni, 2001). 

However, while extensive emphasis has been given to CSR engagement, CSR 

communication remains under-investigated (Reisch, 2006; Ziek, 2009). As CSR 

communication is in the early stages of development (Wanderley, Lucian, Farache, & de 

Sousa Filho, 2008), more attention needs to be devoted to better understand diverse CSR 

communication behavior and establish empirically effective communication strategies. 

Research in CSR Communication 

Not only have stakeholders’ expectations of corporations’ pro-social efforts 

highlighted the importance of communicating CSR initiatives, firms’ marketing 

intentions have also underscored the need. Researchers confirmed the positive influences 

of CSR communication, which were largely focused on the consumer domain, but not 

confined to it. Particularly, as firms utilize their resources, which are stakeholders’ 

investment, it is a firm’s duty to let them know what they do with the resources for CSR 

practices. Besides, although consumers seek CSR information to judge whether 

companies operate ethically and socially responsibly, and further expect them to 

continuously update their CSR information, they often have difficulty accessing enough 

information (Podnar, 2008) to form solid conclusions.  
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For marketing effects, it is impossible to anticipate outcomes if consumers are not 

aware of their CSR practices. Both CSR marketing and social gains may rely on how a 

company communicates their practices because CSR information given by a company is 

a primary resource that consumers use in order to assess their commitments (Calabrese, 

Costa, Menichini, Rosati, Sanfelice, 2013). Gao (2011) claimed that firms’ voluntary 

CSR communication could have a great potential to yield positive impacts on the 

company and also, in the 21st century, a consumers’ belief in an ethically and morally 

satisfied firm has merit in building a company’s reputation and values (e.g., Crowther, 

2004; Idowu & Towler, 2004). Further, Du et al. (2012) argued that consumers’ low 

awareness and recognition of a firm’s CSR efforts could hinder maximizing positive 

results of the practices. Since CSR communication can persuade consumers to build a 

socially responsible image of a firm in their mind (Brown & Dacin, 1997; Sen & 

Bhattacharya, 2001; Maignan & Ralston, 2002), it subsequently enhances consumers’ 

perceived value of a firm, involvement and attitudes towards a company, and brand 

choice (e.g., Golob, Lah, & Jančič, 2008). A survey (Cone, 2007) revealed that 87% of 

U.S. consumers would choose a brand that supported a social cause if other factors (e.g., 

quality or price) were equal. This means that companies should engage in CSR initiatives 

as well as let people know about their work to ensure successful marketing or advertising 

effects. Additionally, CSR communication can benefit the public. It may facilitate the 

dissemination of cause-related information so that it educates individuals, including 

policy makers and governments, about a cause deserving of special attention. As the 

public’s understanding of a cause increases, people come to actively support or change 
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their behavior for social good. Thus, disclosing CSR information is indeed vital and 

beneficial for firms and their relevant parties from individual consumers to society as a 

whole (Bronn & Vrioni, 2001; Golob & Bartlett, 2007).  

The fundamental goal of CSR communication is to deliver accurate and 

transparent information regarding social and environmental causes in relation to their 

business (Podnar, 2008). From a practical standpoint, CSR communication aims to 

convince people to create favorable attitudes towards a company (Vanhamme & 

Grobben, 2009). Morsing (2006, p. 171) defined CSR communication as “communication 

that is designed and distributed by the company itself about its CSR efforts.” According 

to McWilliams et al. (2006), CSR communication can be classified into two purposes: (1) 

persuasive and (2) informative information. Persuasive CSR communication indicates 

that a corporation conveys their CSR information with an ultimate goal to attract 

consumers to choose their products over competitors’. For example, a cosmetic company 

that does not perform animal testing, and supports animal protection programs, while 

publicizing their stance to prompt consumers to purchase their products. For this reason, 

this approach can be considered as sales-oriented messages integrated with a certain form 

of CSR initiative like cause promotion or cause-related marketing campaigns (Kotler & 

Lee, 2005).  

On the other hand, informative CSR communication signifies that a company 

describes their CSR practices with no other intentions than simply explaining that they 

attempt to operate their business in a socially responsible manner. Through this type of 

communication, companies can manage their reputations and images rather than financial 
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performance (Podnar, 2008). There are three reasons that companies engage in 

informative CSR communication – mandatory, voluntary, and solicited (e.g., Van der 

Laan, 2009; Woodward, Edwards, & Birkin, 1996). Mandatory reporting refers to a case 

that governments force companies to report in order to prevent misleading individuals 

and to activate the flow of information (Doane, 2002). As the most proactive way, 

voluntary reporting has been a widely utilized form since 2002 (Kolk, van der Veen, 

Pinkse, & Fortainer, 2005) and offers the freedom to determine the content and structure 

of CSR information for companies. Thus, companies seek to present information in a 

favorable fashion to them (Stittle, 2002). Lastly, solicited reporting occurs only when 

specific stakeholder groups ask for information. It tends to be in the form of 

conversational two-way communication.  

CSR communication is carried out through a variety of media channels like 

television, print, or online. Online, corporate websites to be specific, have conspicuously 

become one of the most outstanding tools and are considered as a suitable means to 

convey CSR information (Morsing & Schultz, 2006). Because of the easy accessibility to 

the information, companies can update and revise the content based on their needs and 

wants, while stakeholders who want to know about a company’s pro-social practices can 

also find information without time or place limits (Wanderley et al., 2008). Moreover, as 

the Internet has a strong, rapid dissemination power with a relatively low cost, 

information on websites can be quickly distributed to the broad public. Hence, companies 

may maximize the positive effects of CSR practices and communication as well as be 

cost effective. Internet-based CSR information disclosure also makes it easier for 
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companies to provide sufficient information in an efficient way by using specialized 

online features like search engines or electronic resource retrieval or attachments 

(Wanderley et al., 2008). These unique online functions remedy the shortcomings of 

information absence, which is a critical problem in print-based reporting (Verrecchia, 

1983). Lastly, the corporate website stands for a firm and identifies their characteristics 

(Pollach, 2005); thus, consumers may evaluate and formulate their responses to a 

company based on what is exhibited on their homepage. Overall, employing a website 

can be useful for not only companies to expose their CSR information and attain 

consumers’ loyalty (Ellonen, Tarkiainen, & Kuivalainen, 2010; Smith & Alexander, 

2013), but also to allow consumers to acquire the desired data according to their needs.  

Hotel CSR Communication 

Like CSR communication research in general, hotel CSR communication has also 

received much less attention from CSR researchers (de Grosbois, 2012; Font, Walmsley, 

Cogotti, McCombes, & Häusler, 2012), with only a handful of studies exploring hotels’ 

CSR communication practices (e.g., Bohdanowicz, 2007; Holcomb et al., 2007; Kennedy 

Nyahunzvi, 2013; Priego & Palacios, 2008). Holcomb et al. (2007) analyzed 10 

international hotel corporations’ CSR communication (e.g., Hilton, Marriott, 

InterContinental, Accor, etc.) using a content analysis technique and revealed that eight 

out of 10 hotels disclosed their charity support, such as donations, and six hotels included 

their diversity policy for employees and business partners. However, most hotels did not 

report information about sustainability and their CSR values or visions even though the 

pro-environmental movement has been a primary trend in the field. In one rare example, 
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Spanish hotels most frequently stated commitments about energy and water saving and 

waste reduction in their CSR reports (Priego & Palacios, 2008). The amount of green 

CSR information released was not significantly different based on the sizes of hotels in 

Spain, but on the ownership of hotels. That is, independent Spanish hotels conveyed more 

information than chain properties. Furthermore, de Grosbois (2012) analyzed 150 

international upscale hotels’ CSR communication and found that 109 hotels were using 

their websites, but the scope and amount of information varied. He also found that the 

most common topic mentioned in the information was a pro-environmental commitment, 

followed by employee welfare, society well-being, economic contributions, and diversity 

policies both at the overall corporation and individual property levels.  

 With content analyses, existing studies portray the current climate of CSR 

communication in the hotel industry. However, they are mostly confined to only a small 

number of samples or a certain location and demonstrated descriptive findings of the 

phenomena such as the content of the information or channels that hotels use. Following 

the fact that CSR communication is the first step for hotels to interact with consumers in 

their pro-social or pro-environmental work, empirical investigations examining 

consumers’ responses to their CSR communication is especially momentous. 

Acknowledging how consumers react to different presentations of CSR information helps 

hotel practitioners take a strategic and circumspect approach to communicate their 

information, which may reinforce positive CSR consequences for hotels.  
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CSR Communication Barriers 

In spite of the advantages of CSR communication, researchers argued that it could 

have negative impacts, especially on companies. A main concern would be skepticism 

towards a company’s motive behind their pro-social efforts. Scholars concluded that an 

explicit and aggressive disclosure of CSR information would provoke skepticism because 

people thought that a firm’s motive to engage in CSR actions was for their own benefit 

(Mohr, Webb, & Harris, 2001). Du, Bhattacharya, and Sen (2010) concluded that 

skepticism is the key challenge of CSR communication as it thwarts consumers to 

associate favorable inferences to a company. Foreh and Grier (2003) further asserted that 

consumers became skeptical of CSR information if it seemed to be manipulative or 

deceptive. Focusing on web-based CSR communication, message credibility becomes a 

considerable matter to companies. Unlike traditional media such as television, radio, or 

newspapers, corporations can control their websites and create information by themselves 

meaning that they present information in the manner of gatekeeping. Therefore, people 

tend to have lower trust in messages directly coming from corporations (Dawkins, 2005; 

Goodman, 1998). In the same vein, 78% of consumers in Brazil wanted to be aware of 

companies’ pro-social efforts, but 45% distrusted what companies said about their 

activities (Wanderley et al., 2008). In light of the gap between consumers’ wants and 

high doubt about firms’ CSR information, companies need strategies to communicate 

their CSR activities to conceal their marketing intentions to allay consumers’ skepticism 

and heighten message credibility. That is to say, when it comes to CSR communication, 
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corporations must take careful consideration of what to say as well as how to say it 

(Lindgreen & Swaen, 2010).  

Du et al. (2010) suggested four key elements that a company could highlight in 

their CSR information: (1) commitment, (2) impact, (3) motive, and (4) fit. CSR 

commitment means what a company does for a social cause so that ways to support like 

donations or volunteering, history of support, or steadiness can be described (Dwyer, 

Schurr, & Oh, 1987). CSR impacts indicate outcomes of their CSR endeavors explaining 

how the target or society can benefit from their activities. CSR commitments simply 

describe firms’ promises with their expectations while CSR impacts demonstrate a firms’ 

certain contributions for societal improvement. Companies should be careful with these 

two factors to transparently demonstrate facts as consumers use them to evaluate a firm’s 

genuine CSR motives. Webb and Mohr (1998) found that consumers were apt to 

associate societal benefits to a company’s long-term commitment while the short-term 

was viewed as a strategy to increase a company’s profit. Moreover, Du et al. (2010) 

argued that consumers would be likely to support a company’s CSR activity when they 

realized that a CSR practice truly ameliorates society.  

The third factor is CSR motive, which implies reasons that a company involves in 

a particular CSR practice. Although presenting a CSR motive in their CSR messages 

varies, companies emphasize either intrinsic or extrinsic motives. In detail, some 

companies promote that their efforts are only for social or environmental enhancement, 

whereas others make business-related claims such as that their customers’ attention to a 

cause leads them to undertake CSR activities since they care about their customers (Du et 
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al., 2010; Maignan & Ralston, 2002). Yet, Ellen, Webb, and Mohr (2006) manifested that 

consumers often perceived both motives as they already presumed that companies gained 

business advantages through their CSR efforts. Surprisingly, an explicit disclosure of a 

company’s self-serving motive in CSR communication implying that a firm also expects 

their own benefit from CSR practices actually increases consumers’ trust towards their 

information and reduces skepticism (Foreh & Grier, 2003). Consistently, researchers 

assert that it is effective for companies to frankly mention both society-serving and self-

serving motives in their CSR communication (Porter & Kramer, 2006).  

The last element is CSR fit between a social cause and a company’s business 

characteristics. Similar to CSR commitment and impact, this factor also influences 

consumers’ understanding of a firm’s CSR motives (Menon & Kahn, 2003; Simmons & 

Becker-Olsen, 2006); thus, a good fit needs to be a precedent for CSR practices. On the 

basis of Gilbert’s (1989) two-stage model of social inference thinking process, consumers 

first ascribe a company’s CSR motives to dispositional reasons like being concerned 

about a cause. However, as they involve in an in-depth elaborative thinking process, they 

correct their beliefs by considering situational factors, which subsequently leads them to 

attach a firm’s ulterior motives like enhancing their image or reputation. Therefore, 

companies should emphasize an easy and high congruence between a cause and business 

in their CSR communication to prevent consumers from engaging in effortful cognitive 

processes and retaining their perceived dispositional attributions.  

In addition, Pollach (2005) claimed that there are three vital factors that allow a 

company to achieve high credibility of CSR information: message sources, honesty of 
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information, and audiences’ interest in a CSR topic. He also concluded that corporations 

should work on shaping web-based CSR communication to be audience-oriented. 

Through a content analysis, he found that corporations’ webpages delivering CSR 

information mostly lacked interactive communication features and navigation bars to help 

audiences easily look for necessary information. Also, their CSR statements often overly 

described themselves or their actions. Overall, CSR communication researchers pointed 

out that companies have acknowledged the significance of CSR communication, but they 

need to advance their communication skills to effectively deliver their information. 

Based on the review of research in CSR communication in the hotel industry, it is 

noted that existing studies have been largely focused on describing what information 

hotels included in their CSR messages. In other words, there is a lack of theoretical and 

empirical investigation of hotel’s CSR communication effects (McGehee et al., 2009; 

Sheldon & Park, 2010). Considering such a paucity, the present study looks into hotels’ 

CSR messages from the consumer side. Specifically, it examines consumers’ perceptual 

and behavioral responses to a hotel’s green CSR message to advance a pragmatic 

understanding of CSR communication in the hotel field. The following covers constructs 

examined in this research as well as theoretical concepts to develop hypotheses are 

discussed.  

STUDY 1 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Study 1 concentrates on a hotel’s informative CSR message and consumers’ 

perceptual responses. By adapting different levels of objectivity and focus of the content, 

it delves into how such differences in a message affect consumers’ skepticism towards a 
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hotel’s green efforts, perceived CSR motives, message credibility, brand image, and 

reputation. The effects of claim objectivity and the correspondent inference theory are 

reviewed to propose hypotheses. 

PERCEPTUAL CONSUMER RESPONSES TO CSR 

Skepticism 

Consumers are inclined to be skeptical and distrust a company’s efforts for a 

social cause because it is not directly related to their profits (Drumwright, 1996). Given 

this, controlling consumer skepticism through effective CSR communication should 

receive more serious attention as skepticism may be aroused or reduced by what 

companies say about their endeavors (Lindgreen & Swaen, 2010). Also, skepticism 

pertains to people’s insufficient knowledge about companies’ performances; hence, 

companies need to actively and repeatedly communicate with consumers about their CSR 

activities (Singh, Kristensen, & Villaseñor, 2009).  

Skepticism is derived from the Greek word “skeptomai,” which means to 

consider, to suspect, or to think. Typically, it represents an individual’s proclivity to 

question given information or beliefs (e.g., Boush, Friestad, & Rose, 1994; Foreh & 

Grier, 2003). Skepticism can be categorized into two kinds: predispositional skepticism 

and situational skepticism (Foreh & Grier, 2003). Predispositional skepticism refers to a 

personal tendency to disbelieve while situational skepticism means a person’s temporary 

cognitive response altered by conditions. As predispositional skepticism is a personal 

trait, which is hard to control as a marketer or an advertiser in corporations, it is more 

appropriate for CSR scholars to focus on situational skepticism in order to understand 
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what arouses consumer skepticism and suggest guidelines that practitioners can actually 

adopt.  

In terms of CSR development, scholars have questioned what drives companies to 

engage in CSR and whether they can pursue financial and marketing benefits from the 

practices. Because the ultimate goal of for-profit corporations is to increase monetary 

outcomes, it is legitimate for consumers to be suspicious about the reasons behind 

companies’ pro-social efforts (Drumwright, 1996). Accordingly, skepticism in the 

context of CSR refers to a consumers’ thoughts about a firm’s CSR motives (Barone, 

Norman, & Miyazaki, 2007) and whether a company has ulterior goals of implementing 

CSR programs besides society improvement. As stated earlier, researchers agree that 

skepticism is a challenging obstacle to CSR practices (Du et al., 2010; Mohr et al., 2001). 

However, research about consumer skepticism in CSR is relatively limited (Skarmeas & 

Leonidou, 2013) while it has been typically investigated under a condition of persuasive 

marketing communication such as advertising (e.g., Obermiller, Spangenber, & 

MacLachlan, 2005). Skarmeas and Leonidou (2013) clarified three reasons for the 

scarcity of consumer skepticism research in the CSR area. First, consumer skepticism 

tends to be deemed a common phenomenon in many different circumstances (McGrath, 

2011). Second, other consumers’ negative reactions to a corporation like a boycott 

(Klein, Smith, & John, 2004) or negative feelings such as anger (e.g., Lindenmeier 

Schleer, & Pricl, 2012) have gained greater attention from researchers. Third, due to the 

occurrence of news reports of firms’ irresponsible business operations, researchers are apt 

to focus on consumer skepticism towards business rather than CSR practices (Lange & 
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Washburn, 2012). However, by understanding that consumers may naturally have doubt 

of a firm’s authentic reason for CSR engagement, consumer skepticism can be seen as the 

foundation of consumer responses regarding CSR practices. Therefore, this study 

spotlights consumer skepticism towards a hotel’s green initiatives generated by its green 

CSR messages.  

CSR Motives 

Previous studies noted that skepticism in the CSR context stemmed from the 

understanding of a firm’s CSR motives, which can be either public-serving or self-

serving (Becker-Olsen, Cudmore, & Hill, 2006; Foreh & Grier, 2003; Sjovall & Talk, 

2004). If consumers regard a firm’s CSR motive as public-serving, they posit that their 

efforts are solely to serve society. On the other hand, if they think of it as self-serving, a 

firm is considered to be selfish, concerned only with trying to attain its own benefits like 

increasing awareness or forming a favorable image. In a later study, Ellen et al. (2006) 

categorized these motives into four dimensions: value-driven, stakeholder-driven, 

egoistic-driven, and strategic-driven. Egoistic-driven and strategic-driven motives 

correspond to a firm’s CSR intention to benefit itself and so stand as a self-serving 

motive. Conversely, value-driven motives represent a firm’s pure socially-oriented 

intention, while stakeholder-driven motives imply a company’s CSR efforts to meet 

various stakeholders’ expectations. Thus, these latter two can be thought similarly as 

public-serving motives. However, stakeholder-driven attribution is somewhat debatable 

to view as self-serving in that it is considered an obligational action rather than a 

voluntary one (Ellen et al., 2006). Similarly, Vlachos, Tsamakos, Vrechopoulos, & 
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Avramidis (2009) insisted that only a value-driven attribution was indeed a public-

serving motive and positively affected consumers’ trust, intention to support, and future 

recommendations, whereas stakeholder-driven, egoistic-driven, and strategic-driven 

attributions brought negative impacts.  

Along with the fact that consumers spontaneously look for attributions of 

companies’ activities and their perceived attributions direct them to modify their beliefs 

about a brand (Folkes & Kotsos, 1986; Folkes, 1988), CSR researchers demonstrate that 

understanding a firm’s CSR motives influence consumers’ responses associated with its 

marketing outputs. A public-serving motive can lead consumers to become proactive 

supporters. It indicates that an altruistic motive can foster the success of a firm’s CSR 

program and also, secure a consumers’ purchase decision, repeat purchases, word-of-

mouth effects, and a bond between consumers and a company (e.g., Ellen et al., 2006; 

Vlachos et al., 2009; Walker, Heere, Parent, & Drane, 2010). With the four types of 

motives, Ellen et al. (2006) also found that a value-driven motive, which was the solely 

genuine altruistic attribution, contributed to consumers’ purchase intention, whereas the 

other three attributions showed negative impacts on it.  

These perceived attributions are generally shaped by a corporations’ activity-

related information, which goes beyond their product/brand traits (Aaker, 1996; Klein & 

Dawar, 2004). Additionally, they mostly represent consumers’ own evaluations, implying 

an evaluation based not on facts, but rather on the accessible information provided 

(Weiner, 1980). This means that consumers may construct CSR motives in response to 

CSR information offered by a company and therefore, it is important to understand 
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strategies more in-depth to make a CSR message to insinuate a firm’s public-serving 

motive rather than a self-serving motive.  

Message Credibility 

Given that skepticism basically stems from disbeliefs, CSR communication 

researchers underscored the importance of consumers’ perceived message credibility (Du 

et al., 2010; Morsing, 2003). Message credibility is concerned with what to include in a 

message, and the information should be precise, veracious, sufficient, and relevant to a 

message source to engender receivers’ trust towards a message (e.g., Flanagin & 

Metzger, 2007). With regard to CSR communication, Wanderley et al. (2008) asserted 

that content should be informative, rational, and also provide contact details for 

consumers who want additional information. Likewise, Berens and van Rekom (2008) 

emphasized that language ought to be objective rather than emotional to obtain high 

credibility. Thus, they suggested depicting details about a company’s CSR practices, such 

as specific projects that they are involved in and resultant outcomes.  

As a prominent antecedent, credibility towards a firm’s message appears to have 

significant influences on consumers’ judgments of a company. For example, Fombrun 

(1996) found higher credibility helped a company to establish a favorable reputation and 

furthermore, consumers showed more positive attitudes towards both a message and a 

brand when a message was perceived as authentic. Moreover, it has a significant impact 

on a consumers’ behavioral response. Eberle, Berens, and Li (2013) suggested that the 

higher the message credibility, the higher were consumers’ word-of-mouth intentions. 

Specifically, if consumers believe that information from a firm is credible, they become 
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an active and favorable communication channel for a corporation. This can be due to the 

fact that credibility may drive a persuasion process into a peripheral route, which does 

not lead a person to decode information deliberately, resulting in taking at face value 

what a message says (MacKenzie & Lutz, 1989). As such, consumers’ high credibility 

towards a message can be regarded as the initial step for companies to accomplish 

efficient and effective communication with their consumers. However, in consideration 

of a tendency that consumers are less likely to believe information online (Flanagin & 

Metzger, 2000; Heidinger, 2012) while corporations, including hotels, increasingly use 

websites as their CSR information platform (Wanderly et al., 2008), obtaining high 

message credibility has become difficult for companies. Hence, it is worthwhile to 

investigate strategies to enhance online message credibility.  

Brand Image and Reputation 

As corporations expect a certain extent of marketing effects from CSR 

implementations, empirical studies have indicated positive relationships between CSR 

implementations and consumer responses. Among various benefits, researchers stressed 

brand image and reputation as core competitive advantages achieved by CSR engagement 

(Berrone, Surroca, & Tribó, 2007; Vilanova, Lozano, & Arenas, 2009; Weber, 2008). 

Even though these constructs are intangible, they are an irreplaceable resource for 

corporations (e.g., Hillman & Keim, 2001; Lantos, 2001; Schnietz & Epstein, 2005) in 

that they are substantially related to corporations’ financial outcomes (Melo & Galan, 

2011; Russo & Fouts, 1997).  
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Gray and Balmer (1998, p. 696) defined a corporation’s brand image as “the 

mental picture of the company held by its audiences” and would be established by 

corporate communication. A socially responsible image forms the foundation of 

legitimacy theory (Gray, Owen, & Adams, 1996), which supposes that corporations can 

be assured of their existence by society only if they stay in the boundaries of social values 

and norms. In other words, corporations must adhere to societal obligations. Accordingly, 

a corporation with a socially conscious image can likely be approved by society and 

readily convince stakeholders who are chiefly interested in monetary profits to admit that 

CSR practices are legitimate tasks for corporations (Branco & Rodrigues, 2006). Notably, 

to firms that have greater visibility, a less pro-social image, or whose operations have 

stronger impacts on the environment, CSR communication is found to be exceptionally 

momentous at refining their image (Adams, Hill, & Roberts, 1998; Campbell, Craven, & 

Shrives, 2003; Clarke & Gibson-Sweet, 1999).  

In a similar context, scholars argued that the dissemination of information forms 

reputation (Herbig & Milewicz, 1997). However, there is no definitive agreement on 

what aspects of consumer reactions mainly form a company’s reputation and therefore, 

several definitions of reputation exist. Hall (1992) described reputation as an individuals’ 

judgment derived by both their objective understanding and emotions towards a 

company. More recently, researchers have diverged cognitive and emotional aspects: 

Fombrun’s (1996) definition says that it is a comprehensive assessment of a corporation 

that relevant stakeholders make in respect to their affective judgment, while Gray and 

Balmer (1998) claimed that reputation is affiliated with companies’ characteristics 
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excluding affective aspects. However, following Dozier’s (1993) conclusion that 

reputation comes from not only consumers’ actual experiences with a brand/company, 

but also corporate communication, Hall’s idea (1992), which entails a broader viewpoint, 

can be considered as more pertinent.  

There are a variety of influential factors that improve reputations, such as 

corporate financial assets including profits, stock value, public visibility, or market share 

(Fombrun & Shanley, 1990). Further, recent studies focused on factors regarding 

customer and society interactions like consumer satisfaction (Bontis, Booker, & Serenko, 

2007), customer and corporate identification (Lichtenstein, Drumwright, & Braig, 2004), 

as well as pro-social campaign practices (Gardberg & Fombrun, 2006) to secure a 

positive company reputation. Fombrun and Shanley (1990) inferred that a reputation 

would be constructed in response to a company’s position in the market. Also, consumers 

use a corporate value as the basis of their perceptions about a corporate reputation 

(Weber, 2008), which implies that companies can add socially responsible values by 

means of CSR initiatives and therefore, may control their reputation to be favorable. 

Empirically, researchers verified that a positive reputation could enhance consumers’ 

reactions including loyalty, attachment, willingness to pay a premium, and purchase 

decisions, which eventually provided gains to a company (e.g., Fomburn & van Riel, 

1997; Goldberg & Hartwick, 1990; Klein & Leffler, 1981; Lafferty & Goldsmith, 1999; 

Milgrom & Roberts, 1986).  

Taken together, CSR activities and communication are the components of 

corporations’ reputation and image building. Taking into consideration that consumers, 
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these days, have a high expectation for firms to take social responsibilities, 

communicating their pro-social and pro-environmental information can be even more 

important and should be effectively delivered with a view of ensuring a favorable 

reputation and image. 

INFORMATIVE CSR MESSAGE 

For the five constructs discussed above, as perceptual consumer responses, two 

features of an informative CSR message – objectivity and focus – are analyzed. Based on 

two theoretical frameworks – claim objectivity and correspondent inference theory (Jones 

& Davis, 1965), corresponding hypotheses are developed.  

Claim Objectivity  

Claim objectivity is a challenge in CSR communication (Kim & Lee, 2009). It 

means the verifiability of information (Darley & Smith, 1993) so that objective messages 

usually offer explicit and concrete cues such as fact-based data, numbers, or unique 

characteristics, which make messages easy and clear to understand to message receivers. 

On the contrary, subjective messages use ambiguous terms. For instance, donation size 

can be either objective or subjective: an objective message would be “X% of every 

product sale will be donated to UNICEF” while a subjective message indicates that a 

company will donate a “great” amount of profits to UNICEF (Pracejus, Olsen, & Brown, 

2003). Consumers are able to calculate how much will go to the charity each time they 

make a purchase with an objective claim, but they have a different understanding of a 

subjective message on the basis of how they construe a general term (here, “great”). They 

need to put in more cognitive effort to interpret the exact meaning (Edell & Staelin, 1983) 
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and are likely to be unsure about their interpretations, which in turn leads to lower 

message credibility (Holbrook, 1978) and higher skepticism towards a message (Ford, 

Smith, & Swasy, 1990; Kim & Lee, 2009). In this sense, consumers are more favorable to 

objective messages (Nelson, 1974). When it comes to pro-environmental claims, 

subjective green claims are statements using vague wording like “environmentally-

friendly,” “improve the environment,” or “less waste,” etc. without any follow-up 

detailed descriptions (Alniacik & Yilmaz, 2012). An example of a specific green message 

would be “We used water-efficient showers in 300 rooms to reduce water waste up to 

45% last year, which was an increase by 10% over the previous year.” Such an accurate 

green message helps consumers to recognize that a hotel is indeed making progress to 

become pro-environmental. 

In addition, Carlson, Grove, and Kangun (1993) developed four specific 

categories of green messages: (1) product orientation, (2) process orientation, (3) image 

orientation, and (4) environmental fact. A product-oriented message represents green 

attributes of a product (e.g., “This product is biodegradable.”) and a process-oriented 

message explains that a company practices pro-environmental actions in the 

manufacturing process (e.g., “20% of the raw materials used in producing this are 

recycled.”). An image-oriented green claim describes that a company supports a pro-

environmental movement (e.g., “We are committed to preserving our forests”) and lastly, 

environmental facts simply indicate the environmental conditions without mentioning 

any corporations’ green engagement (e.g., “The world's rain forests are being destroyed 

at the rate of two acres per second”). An image-oriented claim was perceived as the 
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vaguest, whereas an inclusion of environmental facts in the advertisement was more 

likely for consumers to connect a company to pro-environmentalism and positively 

influenced consumers’ perception of a firm’s pro-environmental image (Carlson et al., 

1993). Later, Chan and Lau (2004) further argued that product and process-oriented 

claims are “substantive” messages as they offer accurate and certain activities that a 

corporation implements to improve the environment while the third and fourth types of 

messages are “associative” as they can make a company give a pro-environmental 

impression in spite of having an indirect or no relation to their concrete green efforts.  

Applying these categories of messages to the hotel business context, product-

oriented green claims would be the descriptions of green features related to hotel 

properties (e.g., LEED building, energy-efficient light bulbs, water-saving faucets and 

showers, etc.) since they are tangible attributes that hotel guests consume. By considering 

a hotel’s product as a service, process-orientation may indicate a process to provide 

service to hotel guests; hence, green messages in this category would be service-related 

green programs (e.g., towel and linen reuse, local food consumption, managing room 

temperature, etc.). Such programs are related to a process of service offering and 

evaluation. The last two types of claims would be the same for hotels as they express a 

company’s general stance on the environment or factual environmental situations. 

According to the findings from Carlson et al. (1993) and Chan and Lau (2004), product 

and process orientations for hotels’ green CSR claims can be considered as objective 

messages as they precisely state what a hotel contributes to protect the environment while 

an image-oriented message can be subjective information.  
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Consequently, two categories of hotels’ green CSR claims – objective versus 

subjective – are examined in the current study. Consistent with claim objective effects 

(Darley & Smith, 1993; Holbrook, 1978) and previous findings indicating positive effects 

of objective messages (e.g., Kim & Lee, 2009), the following hypotheses are presented: 

 
H1: Compared to consumers who receive a subjective message, those who receive  

a hotel’s green CSR message describing objective green performances will  
H1-a: be less skeptical towards green CSR engagement.  
H1-b: tend to perceive a hotel’s CSR motives as public-serving.  
H1-c: build higher credibility towards a message. 

 
H2: Compared to consumers who receive a subjective message, those who receive  

a hotel’s green CSR message describing objective green performances will  
H2-a: build a more positive image of a hotel. 
H2-b: believe that a hotel has a more favorable reputation.  

 
 
Message Focus 

 Two factors in CSR messages are commitments and impacts. As discussed 

previously, commitments demonstrate a company’s activities to support a cause, such as 

donations or volunteering and impacts imply the performance of a firm’s CSR practice 

like “saved 1,000 infants’ lives from tetanus in developing countries” or “reduced energy 

use by up to 40% by 2013” (Du et al., 2010). Although Du et al. (2010) asserted that 

either of these approaches would be effective to deliver a firm’s CSR information, other 

scholars underlined the positive effects of social impact-focused CSR messages.  

 Explaining how a company’s effort can bring societal improvement and actually 

help people in need may alleviate consumer skepticism and encourage their positive 

association between CSR practices and a corporation (Becker-Olsen et al., 2006). As 
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consumer skepticism is an underlying cognitive mechanism to formulate their subsequent 

reactions (Becker-Olsen et al., 2006; Ellen et al., 2000) and consumers have a natural 

tendency to believe that companies’ every action is primarily self-benefiting (Speed & 

Thompson, 2000; Webb & Mohr, 1998), an emphasis of actual positive influences of 

their CSR initiatives on society would be a smart choice for CSR communication.   

 In terms of hotels’ green CSR communication, de Grosbois (2012) revealed that 

almost every hotel reported their pro-environmental commitments, but a majority of them 

omitted performance-related information, especially at the individual property level. 

Even if commitments signify that a hotel attempts to be pro-environmental and what they 

expect to achieve, they are not adequate to provide indications of whether their work is 

indeed beneficial to the environment. This may lead consumers to be confused with their 

intentions to communicate their pro-environmental practices and also, elicit an 

elaborative cognitive process to interpret their messages. In contrast, accounting for 

performances of their efforts in CSR messages is relatively apparent to demonstrate that 

their green endeavor has truly contributed to environmental protection. This is to say that 

evident factual information about environmental benefits caused by hotels’ green efforts 

may strengthen a hotel’s public-serving goal of CSR, which further results in positive 

consumers’ subsequent responses to a corporation.  

The correspondent inference theory (Jones & Davis, 1965) supports such a notion. 

Stemming from Heider’s attribution theory (1958), Jones and Davis extended people’s 

reasoning process to evaluate others’ behavior. The theory presumes that people infer a 

target’s motive to act in a certain way by simply observing his/her behavior. In other 
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words, they interpret his/her action at face value and use the interpretation as information 

to conclude a reason that he/she behaves. Thus, people construe others’ intentions to act 

from what has been shown. Such correspondent inference is relatively spontaneous and 

occurs at the initial phase of an appraisal process (Winter & Uleman 1984; Winter, 

Uleman, & Cunniff, 1985). Jones and Davis (1965) contended three major cues that 

people would rely on to make an inference: (1) if a target had freedom to choose an 

action, (2) if the behavior complies with social standards, and (3) if the behavior has 

particular impacts on others. For example, people see a person volunteering at a charity 

and know that it is his/her intended decision, they are likely to attribute his/her 

motivation to his/her personal disposition, like generosity. Such proclivity is also called 

‘correspondent bias’ since people disregard possible situational factors that might drive 

them to take a particular behavior (Jones & Harris, 1967). Later, Gilbert, Pelham, and 

Krull (1988) extended the theory by adding a correction stage to the people’s inference 

process. After making a correspondent inference, if people come to question the ulterior 

motives of his/her action, they engage in a deliberative thinking process and revise their 

conclusion, which was promptly made based upon the face value of given information 

(Fein, Hilton, & Miller, 1990). Accordingly, a correction phase is not automatic and 

requires greater cognitive efforts and resources (Fein, 1996; Gilbert et al., 1988).  

Applying the notion of correspondent inference theory, it is assumed that 

consumers automatically come to make and retain an inference about a hotel’s CSR 

motives solely based on the face value of what is communicated in a hotel’s message. In 

particular, when they have an impact-focused message compared to a commitment-
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focused message, they will be more likely to attribute a hotel’s motive of engaging in 

pro-environmental efforts to environmental protection because an impact-focused 

message overtly communicates a hotel’s green behaviors with valid evidence and 

outcomes. That is, it will not only inform people that a hotel puts forth efforts to improve 

the environment, but also helps them easily and quickly process a causal reasoning with 

obvious rationale that a hotel indeed works for social good. On this account, they will be 

less suspicious about a hotel’s inside motives of green practices, which may consequently 

uphold their initial inference – a hotels’ efforts are mainly to support environmental 

protection.  

 
H3: Compared to consumers who receive a commitment-focused message, those  

who receive an environmental impact-focused message will  
H3-a: be less skeptical towards green CSR engagement. 
H3-b: tend to perceive a hotel’s CSR motives as public-serving.  
H3-c: build higher credibility towards a message. 

 
H4: Compared to consumers who receive a commitment-focused message, those  

who receive an environmental impact-focused message will  
H4-a: build a more positive image of a hotel. 
H4-b: believe that a hotel has a more favorable reputation. 
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Figure 1: A Conceptual Framework for Message Objectivity and Focus 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

MEDIATION OF SKEPTICISM AND CSR MOTIVES 

In addition to the effects of different CSR message framing on consumer 

responses, this study also contributes to explain how such effects are generated. Because 

consumers put more weight on the reasons that a company supports a cause against what 

CSR actions it implements (Ellen et al., 2006), they may shape their attitudes towards a 

company not based on their CSR engagement itself, but the understanding of their 

motivation to endorse a social cause (Walker et al., 2010). In this sense, this study delves 

into the role of skepticism and perceived CSR motives in depth. Particularly, mediating 

effects of the two factors are examined to comprehend how consumers come to arrive at 

their final judgments about a hotel’s green CSR practices. 
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Consumers fundamentally tend to be skeptical about firms’ pro-social 

involvement because of a disconnection between CSR practices and monetary benefits 

(Drumwright, 1996) and therefore, they take a defensive mechanism to understand firms’ 

CSR efforts. Differently stated, consumers naturally have doubts about the reasons and 

effects of CSR initiatives rather than simply viewing firms as socially responsible 

members of society who truly care about overall social development. Accordingly, CSR 

skepticism and perceived motives can be considered as the underlying stance in 

consumers’ mind, which may occur prior to and affect their subsequent evaluations about 

firms and their CSR practices.  

Previous studies showed that skepticism has significantly influenced consumer 

responses such as perceived brand value, intentions to share positive company/brand 

information with others (word-of-mouth), product purchase intentions, or attachment to a 

brand (e.g., Elving, 2010; Mohr et al., 2001; Skarmeas & Leonidou, 2013). Specifically, 

if consumers become suspicious about whether firms’ efforts can indeed benefit society, 

they build unfavorable attitudes towards a company, and undermine brand value as well 

as their associations to a firm. Besides, their product purchase intentions can be 

diminished. While the direct effects of skepticism have been widely examined, findings 

of its mediating role are limited (Skarmeas & Leonidou, 2013) and inconclusive. Few 

studies demonstrated that skepticism significantly mediated the effects of a fit between a 

company and their CSR practices on consumers’ attitudes towards a firm and purchase 

intentions (Elving, 2010). However, Skarmeas and Leonidou (2013) found no mediating 

effects of skepticism in a relationship between perceived CSR motives and consumers’ 
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company evaluations. With such inconsistent arguments from past research, this study 

further intends to analyze the skepticism mediation role.   

Linked with developed hypotheses in relation to the effects of message objectivity 

and focus in a hotel’s informative green CSR message, mediating effects of skepticism 

are assumed. In detail, it is anticipated that each hotel’s objective and impact-focused 

CSR messages will lead to less skepticism in consumers’ minds, which will eventually 

generate a favorable brand image and reputation.  

 
H5: Skepticism towards a hotel’s green CSR engagement will mediate the  

relationships between  
 H5-a: message objectivity and brand image. 
 H5-b: message objectivity and brand reputation. 

 
H6: Skepticism towards a hotel’s green CSR engagement will mediate the  

relationships between  
 H6-a: message focus and brand image. 
 H6-b: message focus and brand reputation. 

 

Researchers also demonstrated a mediating role of perceived CSR attributions 

(Groza, Pronschinske, & Walker, 2011; Rifon, Choi, Trimble, & Li, 2004). Groza et al. 

(2006) showed that for a corporation’s CSR practices, consumers built their attitudes 

towards a company and purchase intentions through their perceived CSR motives. 

Further, in Rifon et al.’s (2004) study, consumers’ perceived CSR motives mediated an 

association of a fit between a firm and a sponsoring social event with their trust towards a 

company. That is, higher congruence led to a perception of a public-serving motive, 

which resulted in stronger credibility towards a corporation. In addition, Yoon, Gürhan-

Canli, & Schwarz (2006) revealed that perceived CSR motives significantly mediated the 
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message source effects on consumers’ company assessment. The third unbiased CSR 

information source drove consumers to see a firm’s CSR motives as virtuous, which 

further reinforced consumers’ favorable company evaluations.  

In light of the findings of significant relationships between consumers’ beliefs in 

firms’ CSR motives and their marketing-oriented responses (Ellen et al., 2006; Gilbert & 

Malone, 1995), and the effects of message characteristics on perceived CSR motives 

(Groza et al., 2011; Klein & Dawar, 2004), as well as consumer responses like brand 

attitudes, beliefs, and purchase intention (Darley & Smith, 1993), this study predicts the 

mediating effects of consumers’ perceived CSR motives. 

 
H7: Perceived CSR motives will mediate the relationships between  
 H7-a: message objectivity and brand image. 
 H7-b: message objectivity and brand reputation. 

 
H8: Perceived CSR motives will mediate the relationships between  
 H8-a: message focus and brand image. 
 H8-b: message focus and brand reputation. 

 
 
Figure 2: A Conceptual Framework for the Mediating Effects of Skepticism and  

CSR Motives for Message Objectivity and Focus 
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STUDY 2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 This study also investigates a hotel’s persuasive green CRS message on a 

consumers’ behavioral response. Employing flattery in a message as a persuasive tactic, 

hotel guests’ intentions to participate in a towel reuse program is examined. Additionally, 

two key challenges in CSR communication – skepticism and perceived CSR motives – 

are analyzed. To develop hypotheses about the flattery effects, self-enhancement theory 

is reviewed.  

BEHAVIORAL CONSUMER RESPONSES TO CSR  

Hotel Guests’ Green Actions 

Despite the significance of consumers’ perceptual responses to facilitate positive 

outcomes of CSR activities, their behavioral support further takes a vital role in a hotel’s 

successful green program implementation. Since hotel guests are the subjects who 

actually consume the natural resources, such as water or energy, hotels should persuade 

them to behave pro-environmentally while staying at a hotel. In that sense, the hotels’ 

green CSR practices share the same characteristics as social marketing, of which the 

genuine aim is to change individuals’ behavior for the social good (Kotler & Zaltman, 

1971). Hotels ask their guests to become involved in their green programs by acting pro-

environmentally while staying at a hotel. For instance, generally, for water waste 

reduction, hotels need their guests’ voluntary involvement in reusing their towels and 

linens. Without guests’ cooperation and sacrificing their comfort, it can be hard for hotels 

to maximize the success of their water saving programs.  
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However, there is a “green gap,” which indicates a discrepancy between people’s 

green attitude and behavior in the hospitality and tourism context (Miao & Wei, 2013). 

Even if approximately 80% of American travelers indicated that they cared about 

environmental protection, only 9% were determined to pay a premium to purchase a 

sustainable tourism product (U.S. Travel Association, 2009). Also, people expressed a 

lower willingness to choose green tourism products compared to green household items 

(Galarraga & Markandya, 2004). In regards to a hotel setting, hotels experience 

difficulties to promote guests’ green behavior because behavior is modified by situations 

(Roeser & Galloway, 2002). Green behavior, to be specific, is also situated across the 

circumstances that people are in (Gatersleben, Steg, & Vlek, 2002). While consumers are 

likely to adopt green actions in a private or household setting (Muller & Sonnenmoser, 

1998), they become passive when they are in hotel settings (Bader, 2005). Likewise, 

there is evidence that people struggle to behave pro-environmentally at a hotel. The 

feeling of social obligations that people usually have in their household setting is absent 

or discontinued (Dann & Cohen, 1991) and also, people are apt to behave more liberally 

while traveling (Mathieson & Wall, 1982). Furthermore, Miao and Wei (2013) concluded 

that individuals were less motivated to restrain their behavior in a pro-environmental 

manner at a hotel where they paid for personal comfort, convenience, or luxury. At the 

same time, hotel management cannot force their guests to comply with their green 

initiatives because such a decision can ruin a hotel’s service quality.  

In light of the significant contextual impacts and people’s tendency not to behave 

pro-environmentally in a hotel setting, hotels should provide an external cue to spur their 
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guests on to voluntarily and actively participate in their green programs. Therefore, they 

should create a strong and compelling green CSR message to persuade their guests.  

In the current study, a hotel’s green program is operationalized as engendering 

guest behavioral support by agreeing to reuse towels. This practice is the most pervasive 

green action in the industry, but guests’ participation rate remains at about 50% (Martin, 

2014). Since laundry is a major water consumption source (United States Environmental 

Protection Agency, 2012), hotels should pay attention to efforts to increase guests’ 

practice of reusing towels to conserve their water use.  

PERSUASIVE CSR MESSAGE 

The Concept of Flattery  

Flattery stands for “communicating positive things about another person without 

regard to that person’s true qualities or abilities” (Fogg & Nass, 1997, p. 551). Also, 

Gordon (1996) and Vonk (1998) signified that flattery is a compliment that a person 

offers to a target to fulfill his/her wants. Because of such characteristics, flattery is a 

highly popular persuasion technique (Chan & Sengupta, 2010). Particularly, it is mostly 

applied to the sales setting and its positive effects on consumers’ decisions have been 

widely confirmed in previous studies (e.g., Fogg & Nass, 1997; Higgins & Judge, 2004; 

Vonk, 2002). By examining the target versus observer perspective, researchers found that 

positive flattery results appeared only when a receiver was a direct target of flattery (e.g., 

Jones, 1990; Vonk, 2002). Vonk (2002) stated that people would uncritically consider an 

ingratiator’s compliment when they were a target and strengthen their self-esteem by 
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believing in their flattery whereas an observer tended to critically evaluate an 

ingratiator’s comments and actions.  

 On the other hand, researchers also argued that effects of flattery depend on 

situations. When targets realize a communicator’s ulterior motive to praise them, such as 

complimenting consumers before a purchase, flattery effects are diminished (Campbell & 

Kirmani, 2000; Gilbert, Pelham, & Krull, 1988). Differently stated, sincerity of a 

communicator’s flattery has significant impacts on receivers’ decisions; thus, if receivers 

are suspicious about the reasons that a giver praises them, they come to distrust the 

comments and respond unfavorably. Chan and Sengupta (2010) concluded that doubts on 

flattery motives triggered their existing persuasion knowledge (Friestad & Wright, 1994) 

and previous experiences with marketing tactics, which resulted in ascribing the 

compliments to a manipulative attempt. Further, Main, Dahl, & Darke (2007) pointed out 

the context effect in that because consumers are originally inclined to be highly skeptical 

in the sales setting, suspicion of flattery motives is provoked and its effects are less 

positive.  

While lowered effectiveness of flattery was confirmed largely under the 

relationship between sales agents and consumers that an agent had a hidden intention to 

increase sales, Chan and Sengupta (2010) corroborated positive flattery effects even with 

insincere flattery. They found that consumers maintained their initial favorable response 

to a flattery giver (a brand) even after unfavorable judgments were made by recognizing 

their ulterior motive of flattery (a brand’s marketing goal); that is, consumers’ favorable 

reactions aroused by flattery were hardly removed. In line with other scholars, they also 
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verified the initial positive attitudes formed by flattery increased consumers’ product 

purchase intention.  

Flattery in a Hotel’s Persuasive CSR Message 

While flattery is a principal topic for persuasion in the sales context (e.g., Vonk, 

2002), its effects have not been identified in the context of a hotel’s persuasive green 

message. However, there are two main reasons to closely investigate. First, flattery is 

associated with self-esteem (Colman & Olver, 1978), which is one of three fundamental 

customer needs in the service business (Schneider & Bowen, 1999). Since scholars have 

suggested that it could elevate self-esteem because of a human being’s basic desire for 

self-enhancement (Gordon, 1996; Vonk, 2002), it may gratify a hotel guests’ needs, 

which may further have a significant pseruasive power. Besides, Sen, and Bhattacharya 

(2001) found a positive relationship between hotel guests’ self-esteem and green 

behaviors. Thus, fulfilling their self-esteem by providing flattery may induce their pro-

environmental actions while staying at a hotel. Second, flattery enhances positive feelings 

(Stengel, 2002), which are essential factors in a service business setting (Oliver, 1993; 

Liljander & Strandvik, 1997) where consumers’ hedonic mindset tends to be stronger 

(Miao & Wei, 2013). In addition, as self-esteem may boost consumer delight in the 

context of service consumption (Schneider & Bowen, 1999; Torres & Kline, 2013), 

flattery, which facilitates self-esteem (e.g., Vonk, 2002), can also evoke pleasant feelings. 

Following the fact that feelings can be a motivation of consumer behavior as well as an 

important cue underlying their information and decision-making process (Bloemer & 

Ruyter, 1999), positive feelings aroused by flattery in a hotel’s green CSR message can 
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draw guests to have a favorable judgment, which in turn to successfully persuades them 

to behave pro-environmentally.  

Self-Enhancement Theory  

The predominantly applied underlying rationale behind flattery’s successful work 

is an individuals’ natural tendency to attach to positive things about themselves, which is 

the principal premise of self-enhancement theory (Colman & Olver, 1978; Gordon, 1996; 

Vonk, 2002). Grounded in personality theory (Rogers, 1959), self-enhancement theory 

explains that individuals are naturally motivated to gratify their desire to advance oneself 

and self-worth (e.g., Epstein, 1973). Therefore, people want their good things to be 

magnified so that they are willing to accept the praise and their reactions derived by 

flattery become favorable (Jones, 1990). A number of empirical studies found motives 

and effects of self-enhancement. For instance, people are inclined to maintain or augment 

self-enhancement to match their public image to their ideal image, which refers to self-

presentation (Baumeister, 1982), to anticipate a future success with greater potentiality 

(Taylor & Brown, 1988), to take a better position in a social comparison with others 

(Taylor & Lobel, 1989; Tesser, 1988), and to reinforce their self-esteem (Higgins, 1987). 

Besides, a self-concept is usually constructed by others, meaning that self-enhancement 

chiefly relies on what others say or how they behave to someone (Grubb & Grathwohl, 

1967). 

Another aspect of self-enhancement theory is that self-enhancement needs may 

depend on a target’s existing degree of self-esteem (Jones, 1973). Based on whether a 

target has high or low self-esteem, their desire to strengthen it may vary, which 
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consequently draws different responses to positive feedback about themselves. According 

to Colman and Olver (1978), people with low self-esteem were less likely to be 

motivated to embrace flattery and express liking to a communicator, while the opposite 

was found for those with high self-esteem. However, other researchers disputed their 

findings. For example, Baumgardner and Arkin (1987) argued that people who felt 

deficiency of self-esteem showed a stronger desire and took many different means to 

contend with it. One of the typical routes for them to do so is accepting compliments and 

disregarding negative feedback. For this reason, individuals with low self-esteem have a 

higher possibility to draw positive conclusions about a flattery provider (e.g., 

Baumgardner, Kaufman, & Levy 1989). When compliments take place in public, their 

positive effects on low self-esteem people can be augmented if they are convinced that 

the praise is believable. As a result, they come to behave in a way that enables them to 

enhance self-value and become likable. On the other hand, people with high self-esteem 

are less associated with such enhancement since they have already established and 

maintained a certain level of self-esteem that they are satisfied with (Baumgardner et al., 

1989). Therefore, when high self-esteem people receive flattery, they tend to resist being 

affected, unlike to those with low self-esteem.  

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 

The notion of self-enhancement can be supported by Maslow’s hierarchy of needs 

(1954). Every individual has the natural desire to retain or promote their self-esteem; 

thus, one is more liberally accepting of compliments about one’s self. Franks and Marolla 

(1976) categorized two kinds of self-esteem: inner-directed and outer-directed. Inner-
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directed self-esteem comes from someone’s regard for themselves, including feelings or 

perceptions of own competence or ability. On the other hand, outer-directed self-esteem 

fits to the flattery context meaning that it is generated by others’ praises “in the form of 

social approval, attention, recognition, respect, prestige, and status” (Chung-Herrera, 

2007). While people try to satisfy both self-esteem needs, it seems that they may control 

the inner-directed need, but not the outer-directed one. Outer-directed self-esteem 

necessitates interactions with others, meaning that it can be achieved only through the 

exchange of opinions with others. 

Based on the integration of fundamental ideas of self-enhancement theory and 

positive effects of flattery examined in the sales context, it is presumed that people will 

inherently be favorable to flattery. Subsequently, flattery will bring positive impacts on 

consumers’ judgments for a hotels’ green CSR messages as well.   

 
H9: Consumers who receive a hotel’s green CSR message with flattery will have a  

higher intention to reuse towels while staying at a hotel. 
 

 
Further, following the positive effects of flattery on the consumer judgment of a 

flatterer, like a salesclerk, (e.g., Vonk, 1998, 2002) even after realizing his/her ulterior 

motive of flattering, such as to make people to buy a product (Chan & Sengupta, 2010), it 

is predicted that flattery in the CSR context will consistently yield positive influences on 

the consumers’ understanding of a company’s pro-social/pro-environmental endeavor. 

 
H10: Consumers who receive a hotel’s green CSR message with flattery will have  

lower skepticism towards a hotel’s green CSR engagement.  
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H11: Consumers who receive a hotel’s green CSR message with flattery tend to  

perceive a hotel’s green CSR motive as public-serving.  
 
 
MEDIATION OF SKEPTICISM AND CSR MOTIVES 

As with Study 1, the mediating effects of skepticism and CSR motives are 

examined in the context of flattery in a CSR message. While a mediating role of 

skepticism or perceived CSR motives is not yet concrete, few studies verified these 

factors as a mediator in the consumers’ pro-social or pro-environmental behavioral 

response formation. For example, Romani, Grappi, and Bagozzi (2014) uncovered that 

consumers who perceived greater intrinsic motives towards a company’s CSR practice 

(e.g., social benefits) felt lower skepticism, which resulted in a significant reduction of 

drinking a bottled water and an increase in green product consumption. Likewise, the 

level of consumers’ awareness of an organization’s CSR initiatives shapes their 

perceptions about CSR motives, which in turn influences their response, such as a word-

of-mouth activity or a purchase of an organization’s merchandise (Walker et al., 2010). In 

relation to CSR communication, Vries, Terwel, Ellemers, and Daamen (2015) asserted 

that consumer skepticism was a significant mediator in the relationship between a CSR 

message accounting for a firm’s motive to practice pro-environmental initiatives and a 

consumers’ perception of greenwashing.   

Under the condition of hotels’ green CSR programs, Rahman, Park, and Chi 

(2014) found that the negative effects of a people’s perceived ulterior motive, implying 

that a hotel’s green CSR engagement was mainly to reduce its operating expenses, on 
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their linen reuse and hotel revisit intentions was mediated by their skepticism towards a 

hotel’s CSR. They explained this phenomenon based on a traditional buyer behavior 

model called the cognition (C) – affect (A) – behavior (B) paradigm (Howard & Sheth, 

1969; Nicosia, 1966), which postulates that cognition and affect are influential 

antecedents to consumer behavior (e.g., Park, Stoel, & Lennon, 2008; Petty, Unnava, & 

Strathman, 1991). Consistent with the application in their study, perceived CSR motives 

and skepticism can be considered as cognition and affect, respectively, which will 

systematically have significant impacts on consumers’ following behavior. Therefore, in 

this study, it is assumed that the presence of flattery in a green message will generate less 

skepticism, which will result in guests’ greater intentions to reuse towels while staying at 

a hotel. 

H12: Skepticism towards a hotel’s green CSR engagement will mediate the  
relationships between flattery effects and intentions to reuse towels while 
staying at a hotel.  

 
H13: Perceived CSR motives will mediate the relationships between flattery  

effects and intentions to reuse towels while staying at a hotel. 
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Figure 3: A Conceptual Framework for Flattery 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: A Conceptual Framework for the Mediating Effects of Skepticism and  

CSR Motives for Flattery  
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Chapter 3: Study 1 and 2 

STUDY 1 METHOD 

Study Design  

 Study 1 explores the effects of the objectivity and focus of a hotel’s informative 

green CSR message on perceptual consumer responses. To examine the direct effects of 

two message aspects (H1-H4) and the mediating effects of consumer skepticism (H5-H6) 

and perceived CSR motives (H7-H8), a 2 (message objectivity: objective vs. subjective) x 

2 (message focus: commitments vs. impacts) between-subject experiment was employed. 

Stimuli Development 

 Four different messages were created with a fictitious hotel name. Water saving was 

selected as a topic of the messages since it is one of top three notable concerns that hotels 

should strive for (Millar, 2010). An objective green message accounted for a hotel’s 

specific green activities for water saving with detailed statistics. A subjective message 

briefly described their efforts in general terms. For a commitment-focused message, 

activities that a hotel will execute to reduce water consumption were presented with 

projected outcomes. That is, no information about what they have achieved was provided. 

Conversely, an impact-focused message explained specific results that a hotel has 

accomplished by implementing water saving programs. Thus, it emphasized a hotel’s 

contributions to environmental protection. The messages given to participants were 

presented in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Study 1 Stimuli  
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Four created messages were pretested to ensure the difference of message 

objectivity and focus. A total of 37 participants were recruited from a southwestern 

university. A manipulation check for both message objectivity and focus was successful 

in that an objective message group indicated a significantly higher level of message 

objectivity than a subjective message group (t (35) = 3.655, p < .01). Also, participants 

who received a commitment-focused message perceived it as describing a hotel’s 

promises, which would be possibly achieved in the future, while those who received an 

impact-focused message clearly understood that it explained what a hotel’s actual actions 

were to improve the environment by performing water saving programs (t (35) = 2.336, p 

< .05).  

Data Collection and Participants  

 A total of 473 participants were recruited via Mechanical Turk (MTurk) operated 

by Amazon. As this experiment was in the context of a hotel, of which consumers would 

have a wide range of demographics, MTurk enabled the collection of a variety of 

participants rather than college samples or online panels for higher representativeness 

(Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011). Each participant was paid 25 cents by 

completing a questionnaire. People whose location was the United States and whose 

MTurk work approval rate was over 95% were included in this study.  

 Among 473 participants, 203 (43%) were males and 270 (57%) were females. The 

majority of participants were either in their 20s (35%) or 30s (33%), followed by 40s 

(15%), 50s (11%), and 60s (5%). Three-fourths of the participants (75%) were 

White/Caucasian followed by Asian (10%), African American (6%), and Hispanic (5%). 
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Regarding education, about 37% completed a 4-year college, followed by some college 

(28%), 2-year college and high school, each at 12%, and Master’s degree (10%). 

Regarding their household income level, about two-thirds of participants reported that 

they earned less than $60K and 10% indicated they earned $100K or more. (Table 1)  
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Table 1: Study 1 Participants’ Demographics  

(N = 473) n (%) 
Gender  

Male 203 (43%) 
Female 270 (57%) 

Age  
Under 19 3 (.6%) 
20 – 29 167 (35%) 
30 – 39 158 (33%) 
40 – 49 69 (15%) 
50 – 59 52 (11%) 
60 – 69 22 (5%) 
70 and over 2 (.4%) 

Ethnicity  
White/ Caucasian 355 (75%) 
Asian 45 (10%) 
African American 28 (6%) 
Hispanic 24 (5%) 
Native American 4 (1%) 
Pacific Islander 4 (1%) 
Other 13 (3%) 

Education  
Less than high school 1 (.2%) 
High school/ GED 55 (12%) 
Some college 131 (28%) 
2-year college 55 (12%) 
4-year college 175 (37%) 
Masters 46 (10%) 
Doctoral 3 (.6%) 
Professional (JD, MD) 7 (2%) 

Income  
Less than $30,000 136 (29%) 
$30,000 - $39,999 68 (15%) 
$40,000 - $49,999 45 (10%) 
$50,000 - $59,999 56 (12%) 
$60,000 - $69,999  38 (8%) 
$70,000 - $79,999 46 (10%) 
$80,000 - $89,999 16 (3%) 
$90,000 - $99,999 19 (4%) 
$100,000 and more 49 (10%) 
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Procedure 

 Once participants clicked a survey link, they first received a consent form. 

Proceeding to the survey after reading a consent implied that they agreed to voluntarily 

participate in this experiment. The first section of the survey asked participants to answer 

questions about their environmentalism, which demonstrated their general attitudes 

towards environmental concerns and protection (Dunlap, Van Liere, Mertig, & Jones, 

2000). Then, they were randomly assigned to one of the four developed messages. 

Subsequently, they received a set of questions inquiring about their responses to a hotel – 

skepticism, CSR motives, message credibility, brand image, and brand reputation. While 

answering these questions, a screening question was also included to confirm that they 

carefully read the questions and followed the instructions. Lastly, they answered 

demographic questions.  

Measurement  

 All measures for a covariate and endogenous variables were adopted from the 

existing literature.  

Endogenous Variables 

Skepticism towards a hotel’s CSR  

Skepticism was measured using four items on a semantic differential scale 

adopted from Skarmeas and Leonidou’s study (2013). The 7-point items anchored by “It 

is doubtless/doubtful that a hotel is socially responsible,” “It is unsure/sure that a hotel 

follows high ethical standards,” “It is uncertain/certain that a hotel is concerned to 
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improve the well-being of society,” and “It is questionable/unquestionable that Kii Hotel 

acts in a socially responsible way.” The Cronbach’s 𝛼 was .87 (M = 5.49, SD = 1.14). 

CSR Motives 

Three items on a semantic differential scale were adopted to measure participants’ 

perceived CSR motives (Becker-Olsen et al., 2006). Specifically, participants expressed 

their thoughts on if the reasons a hotel engaged in water saving programs would be hotel 

self-interested or community-interested, firm-focused or customer-focused, and hotel 

profit-motivated or socially-motivated (𝛼 = .85, M = 4.51, SD = 1.51).  

Message Credibility 

 Message credibility was measured with four items on a 7-point Likert scale 

ranged from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7) (Chang, 2011; Mohr, Eroǧlu, & 

Ellen, 1998). The items were “The message about the hotel’s water saving efforts is 

believable,” “The message about the hotel’s water saving efforts is exaggerated,” “The 

message about the hotel’s water saving efforts is misleading,” “The message about the 

hotel’s water saving efforts is real” (𝛼 = .81, M = 5.21, SD = .98).  

Brand Image and Reputation 

Two sets of three items on a 7-point Likert scale were adopted to measure a 

hotel’s brand image and reputation (Nguyen & Leblanc, 2001) and the scale ranged from 

strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). The items for a brand image were “I have a 

good impression of the hotel,” “In my opinion, the hotel has a good image in the minds of 

consumers,” and “I believe that the hotel has a better image than its competitors” (𝛼 

= .85, M = 5.33, SD = .99). Three items for brand reputation were “I believe that the hotel 
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always fulfills the promises that it makes to its customers,” “I believe that the hotel has a 

good reputation,” and “I believe that the reputation of the hotel is better than its 

competitors” (𝛼 = .87, M = 4.94, SD = .99).  

Covariate 

Environmentalism 

The present study measures the consumers’ levels of environmentalism as a 

covariate variable. Environmentalism indicates a personal belief of how seriously he/she 

is concerned about the environment (Banerjee & McKeage, 1994). Banerjee and 

McKeage (1994, p. 149) included four domains in their definition, which were “beliefs 

about the relationship of humanity and nature, beliefs about the importance of the 

environment to the self, beliefs about the seriousness of current environmental 

conditions, and beliefs about necessity of radical changes of lifestyle for the environment 

protection.” Researchers viewed environmentalism as an existing value in mind, which 

could also be related to one’s moralities and ethics, and found that people who had 

concrete and stronger environmentalism would be more likely to adopt pro-

environmentally sustainable behaviors (e.g., De Groot & Steg, 2007, 2008; Stern & 

Dietz, 1994). Likewise, individuals’ attitudes and beliefs about environmental protection 

are strong predictors of their green product purchase behavior (e.g., Ebreo, Hershey, & 

Vining, 1999; Mainieri, Barnett, Valdero, Unipan, & Oskamp, 1997; Tanner & Wölfing 

Kast, 2003). As such, these findings suggest that environmentalism considerably 

influences people’s judgment. Therefore, environmentalism needs to be controlled in 
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order to precisely determine the effects of a hotel’s informative and persuasive green 

message features examined in this study.  

For environmentalism, the New Ecological Paradigm (NEP) scale was employed, 

as it is effective to assess individuals’ support for “a fundamental paradigm or worldview 

as well as their environmental attitudes, beliefs, and values.” (Dunlap et al., 2000). It 

contained 15 items on a 5-point Likert scale from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree 

(5) (e.g., “Humans are severely abusing the environment.” “Plants and animals have as 

much right as humans to exist.”). The Cronbach’s 𝛼 was .89 (M = 3.55, SD = .65) in this 

study.  

Results 

 Structural equation modeling was employed to test the proposed hypotheses 

regarding message objectivity and focus on consumer responses. Before a structural 

model was analyzed, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was performed using AMOS 

22.0 to ensure the reliability and validity of constructs. In addition to Cronbach’s alpha 

values, the results also indicated satisfactory validity and reliability of the measurements 

by providing a good fit (χ2 (413) = 823.330, p < .01, CFI = .949, TLI = .938, RMSEA 

= .046, AIC = 1053.330) (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). All item loadings were significant and 

above the recommended cutoff value of .60, except for one indicator of message 

credibility (.49). Excluding the indicator of message credibility provided a significant 

change of a model fit (∆𝜒2 = 52.84, ∆df = 25, p < .01), which suggested that a model 

without the indicator had a better fit to analyze the data. Accordingly, the indicator was 
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dropped and the final measurement model fit was improved (χ2 (388) = 770.493, p < .01, 

CFI = .950, TLI = .940, RMSEA = .046, AIC = 986.493).  

Additionally, composite reliability (CR) and average variance extracted (AVE) 

were calculated to assure the convergent validity of constructs. CR scores for each 

construct were in between .80 and .88, which was above the threshold (.70) (Nunnally, 

1978) and further, AVE represented high reliability of latent variables in that all scores 

were above the cutoff point (.50) (Bagozzi, 1991) (Table 2). Lastly, discriminant validity 

among constructs was also confirmed by assessing correlations between constructs. All 

scores were below .85 meaning that multicollinearity did not exist (Bagozzi and Yi 1988; 

Kline 2011) (Table 3). 

The hypotheses testing was performed in two steps. First, direct effects of 

message objectivity and focus on consumer responses (H1 - H4) were analyzed followed 

by indirect effects of skepticism and perceived motives of a hotel’s brand image and 

reputation (H5 – H8) by adding paths in the model.  
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Table 2: Study 1 Scale and Measurement  

 
Composite 
Reliability 

(CR) 

Average 
Variance 
Extracted 

(AVE) 

Factor 
Loadings 

Skepticism .88 .64  
It is (doubtless / doubtful) that Kii Hotel is a 
socially responsible hotel.   .77 

It is (uncertain/certain) that Kii Hotel is 
concerned to improve the well-being of society.   .81 

It is (unsure/sure) that Kii Hotel follows high 
ethical standards.   .78 

It is (questionable/unquestionable) that Kii 
Hotel acts in a socially responsible way.   .83 

CSR Motives .85 .66  

Hotel self-interested – Community-interested   .86 
Firm-focused – Customer-focused   .69 
Hotel profit-motivated – Socially-motivated   .87 

Message Credibility .80 .58  
The message about Kii Hotel's water saving 
efforts is believable.   .83 

The message about Kii Hotel's water saving 
efforts is exaggerated.*   .49 

The message about Kii Hotel's water saving 
efforts is misleading.   .61 

The message about Kii Hotel's water saving 
efforts is real.   .83 

Brand Image .86 .67  
I have a good impression of Kii Hotel.   .86 
In my opinion, Kii Hotel has a good image in 
the minds of consumers.   .85 

I believe that Kii Hotel has a better image than 
its competitors.   .74 

Brand Reputation .86 .67  
I believe that Kii Hotel always fulfills the 
promises that it makes to its customers.   .82 

I believe that Kii Hotel has a good reputation.   .82 
I believe that the reputation of Kii Hotel is 
better than its competitors.   .82 

 Note: * item was excluded in the model due to low factor loading. 
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Table 3: Study 1 Variable Descriptive Statistics and Correlations 

 Descriptive Statistics  Correlations 
 M SD 𝜶  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
(1) Skepticism 5.49 1.14 .87  1.00     
(2) CSR Motives 4.51 1.51 .85  - .60** 1.00    
(3) Message Credibility 5.21 .98 .81  - .63** .43** 1.00   
(4) Brand Image 5.33 .99 .85  - .83** .57** .77** 1.00  
(5) Brand Reputation 4.94 .99 .87  - .66** .56** .65** .84** 1.00 

 Note: ** < .01 
 

 

The Goodness of Fit Index of the final structural model presented a good fit (χ2 

(430) = 742.820, p < .01, CFI = .960, TLI = .950, RMSEA = .039, AIC = 1004.820) by 

showing that all fit indices were above the threshold suggested by Hair, Black, Babin, 

and Anderson (2010). Environmentalism was controlled in the structural model test. The 

results demonstrated that environmentalism had significant impacts on all consumer 

responses, except for perceived motives. In detail, although environmentalism did not 

significantly affect individuals’ thoughts of a hotel’s motivations to engage in green 

efforts (B = .216, 𝛽 = .091, p = .074), people who had a greater level of 

environmentalism were likely to be less skeptical about a hotel’s green CSR practice (B = 

- .302, 𝛽 = - .183, p < .01), build higher credibility (B = .443, 𝛽 = .316, p < .01), and 

have a positive brand image (B = .471, 𝛽 = .303, p < .01) and regard (B = .289, 𝛽 

= .180, p < .01) for a hotel, respectively.  

For the set of the first hypotheses predicting the positive effects of an objective 

green CSR message on consumer responses, the results demonstrated that the objectivity 

significantly and positively influenced consumer skepticism and perceived motives. 
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Specifically, compared to respondents who read a subjective message, those who 

received an objective message reported lower skepticism (B = - .439, 𝛽 = - .221, p 

< .01) and perceived a CSR motive as public-serving (B = .425, 𝛽 = .150, p < .01). 

Therefore, H1-a and H1-b were supported. However, there were no significant effects of 

message objectivity on message credibility; thus, H1-c was rejected. In terms of two 

marketing-related responses – brand image and reputation, significant positive impacts of 

message objectivity were revealed (image: B = .257, 𝛽 = .138, p < .01; reputation: B 

= .316, 𝛽 = .164, p < .01). Therefore, H2-a, and H2-b were supported.  

 The set of H3 stated that an impact-focused CSR message, which explained a 

hotel’s achievements of their green programs, would have positive effects on consumer 

responses. The results indicated that it had significant and positive impacts on all 

consumer responses. Individuals who received a hotel’s impact-focused message 

significantly expressed lower skepticism (B = - .312, 𝛽 = - .157, p < .01), perceived a 

CSR motive as public-serving (B = .494, 𝛽 = .174, p < .01), and had higher credibility 

towards the message (B = .188, 𝛽 = .112, p < .05). Thus, H3-a, H3-b, and H3-c were 

supported. Further, its effects on a hotel’s brand image and reputation were also found to 

be significant; therefore, H4-a and H4-b were supported (image: B = .249, 𝛽 = .133, p 

< .01; reputation: B = .271, 𝛽 = .141, p < .01). 

Next, the mediating effects of skepticism and perceived motives, proposed in H5, 

H6, H7, and H8, were analyzed by adding paths from each of the two constructs to 

marketing-related consumer responses and also, a bootstrapping analysis in AMOS 22.0 

was performed with 5,000 samples and a 95% confidence interval to verify the indirect 
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effects. As anticipated, skepticism significantly mediated the associations between 

message objectivity and brand image as well as reputation. The influence of message 

objectivity on brand image and reputation became insignificant (image: B = - .067, 𝛽 = 

- .036, p = .296; reputation: B = .064, 𝛽 = .033, p = .423), which implies that skepticism 

had full mediating effects on both brand image (B = .287, 𝛽 = .154, p < .01) and 

reputation (B = .221, 𝛽 = .115, p < .01). Hence, the results supported H5-a and H5-b. 

Similarly, an analysis revealed that the relationships of message focus and brand image 

and reputation were significantly and fully mediated by skepticism (image: B = .172, 𝛽 

= .092, p < .05; reputation: B = .133, 𝛽 = .069, p < .05) in that the direct effects of 

message focus on brand image and reputation dropped to be insignificant (image: B 

= .023, 𝛽 = .012, p = .720; reputation: B = .095, 𝛽 = .049, p = .229). Accordingly, H6-a 

and H6-b were also supported. 

Regarding the perceived CSR motives, the same analyses were performed. 

Results found that the motives significantly and partially mediated the association 

between the message objectivity and a hotel’s reputation (B = .116, 𝛽 = .061, p < .05) as 

a direct effect of message objectivity on reputation was still significant (B = .173, 𝛽 

= .091, p < .05) after including the motive as a mediator in the model. However, no 

significant mediating effects of the motives were found on a relationship between the 

message objectivity and a hotel’s brand image. Therefore, H7-b was supported whereas 

H7-a was not. Consistently, only a relationship between message focus and a hotel’s 

reputation was significantly mediated by the motives (B = .143, 𝛽 = .075, p < .01). A 
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direct effect of message focus became insignificant (B = .095, 𝛽 = .050, p = .253), 

which indicates a full mediation. Accordingly, results supported H8-b and rejected H8-a. 
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Table 4: Study 1 Hypothesis Testing Results 

Model Fit:  
χ2 (430) = 742.820, p < .01, CFI = .960, TLI = .950, RMSEA = .039, AIC = 1004.820 

Exogenous Endogenous 𝜷 B S.E. p 
Objective message      
 Skepticism (H1-a) - .22 - .44 .10 < .01 
 Perceived CSR motives (H1-b) .15 .43 .14 < .01 
 Message credibility (H1-c) - .09 - .16 .08 > .05 
 Brand image (H2-a) .14 .26 .09 < .01 
 Brand reputation (H2-b) .16 .32 .09 < .01 
Impact-focused message      
 Skepticism (H3-a) - .16 - .31 .10 < .01 
 Perceived CSR motives (H3-b) .17 .49 .14 < .01 
 Message credibility (H3-c) .11 .19 .08 < .05 
 Brand image (H4-a) .13 .25 .09 < .01 
 Brand reputation (H4-b) .14 .27 .09 < .01 

 
 
 
Mediating Effects 

 

 
 
 
𝜷 

 
 
 

B 

 
 
 

p 

 
 
 

Full/ 
Partial 

Mediation 
Skepticism      

 Message objectivity and brand 
image (H5-a) 

.15 .29 < .01 Full  

 Message objectivity and brand 
reputation (H5-b) 

.12 .22 < .01 Full 

 Message focus and brand image 
(H6-a) 

.09 .17 < .05 Full  

 Message focus and brand 
reputation (H6-b) 

.07 .13 < .05 Full 

Perceived CSR Motives      

 Message objectivity and brand 
image (H7-a) 

.03 .05 > .05 - 

 Message objectivity and brand 
reputation (H7-b) 

.06 .12 < .05 Partial 

 Message focus and brand image 
(H8-a) 

.03 .06 > .05 - 

 Message focus and brand 
reputation (H8-b) 

.08 .14 < .05 Full 

 Note: β = standardized path coefficient; B = unstandardized path coefficient; S.E. = standard error.  
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Figure 6: Structural Equation Model Results for Message Objectivity and Focus 
 

 

Note: Scores are standardized Beta coefficients; * < .05; ** < .01 
Environmentalism was a covariate in the model.  
 

 
Figure 7: Structural Equation Model Results for Mediating Effects 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Scores are standardized Beta coefficients; * < .05; ** < .01 
Environmentalism was a covariate in the model.  
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STUDY 1 DISCUSSION 

The main objective of Study 1 was to suggest effective framing strategies for a 

hotel’s informative pro-environmental CSR message. Building upon the claim objectivity 

effects (Holbrook, 1978) and the correspondent inference theory (Jones & Davis, 1965), 

consumers’ responses to two different features of a CSR message were examined. 

Findings demonstrated that an objective message, which delivered detailed information 

including statistical figures, was effective to reduce consumers’ skepticism towards a 

hotel’s green engagement and also led consumers to believe that a hotel’s ultimate 

purpose of green CSR activities was to protect the environment for social benefits. 

Additionally, it engendered positive marketing results such as reinforcing a hotel’s 

favorable brand image and reputation. However, in contrast to the prediction, an 

objective message did not increase individuals’ credibility towards a message compared 

to a subjective message conveying short, abstract CSR information. For the other feature 

of a CSR message, a commitment-focused message, which simply notified a hotel’s 

promises of what they will perform, and an impact-focused message explaining what 

positive outcomes a hotel has already achieved to improve the environment were 

investigated. As shown in the results, an impact-focused message worked effectively to 

alleviate consumers’ skepticism and promoted their belief in a hotel’s public-serving 

motive. Besides, it significantly strengthened the consumers’ message credibility as well 

as positive brand image and reputation of a hotel.  

Additionally, Study 1 highlighted the key functions of consumer skepticism and 

perceived CSR motives as a bridge to connect a hotel’s CSR message and consumers’ 
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marketing-oriented reactions by manifesting those significant mediating effects. Both 

objective and impact-focused messages induced individuals to become less skeptical 

about hotels’ green CSR, which further resulted in building a favorable image and 

reputation of a hotel in their mind. A perception of a hotel’s public-serving motive 

generated by objective and impact-focused messages subsequently had positive impacts 

on a hotel’s positive reputation, but not on brand image.  

Taken together, it can be concluded that it is important for a hotel to make 

consumers be knowledgeable about its green CSR activities in order to successfully carry 

them out. Also, it will help hotels fulfill their own advantages without backlash. 

Following an argument from previous research that consumers’ knowledge levels 

influence their skepticism towards firms’ pro-social engagement (Brønn & Vrioni, 2001; 

Webb & Morh, 1998), this study maintains that hotels should provide specific 

information about what their actual contributions are to protect the environment and 

benefit society. It further indicates that hotels need to continue their CSR engagement to 

update consumers about what and how they devote their resources to environmental 

improvement. The empirical findings from this study propose adoptable directions for 

hotel practitioners to construct their CSR messages and further broadens the 

understanding of how consumers draw their responses to hotels’ green CSR engagement 

by emphasizing the roles of skepticism and perceived CSR motives.  

In addition to informing consumers to be aware of a hotel’s green CSR 

engagement, a hotel needs its guests’ actual behavioral support since guests make up a 

large part of consumption of natural resources at a hotel. In this respect, a hotel should 
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develop a compelling strategy to convince its guests to voluntarily adopt green behavior 

during their stay. In Study 2, an effective approach to create a hotel’s persuasive CSR 

message is investigated. By incorporating flattery in a message, consumers’ intentions to 

reuse towels at a hotel are examined. In line with Study 1, the two underlying 

psychological constructs – consumer skepticism and perceived CSR motives – are also 

included.  

STUDY 2 METHOD 

Study Design  

 A single-factor (flattery: present vs. control) between-subject experiment was 

employed for Study 2. The major objective of this study was to verify if flattery would 

have the power to induce people to comply with a hotel’s green behavior request. 

Moreover, how it would influence consumer skepticism and perceived CSR motives, 

which are the crucial facets that firms should overcome for their CSR communication 

(Du et al., 2010), were tested. To clarify a mechanism of persuasion by means of flattery, 

mediating effects of skepticism and perceived motives were further investigated.  

Stimuli Development 

The presence of flattery was manipulated; thus, two kinds of messages were 

created. One included flattering statements and the other did not. In accordance with the 

water saving initiatives employed in the Study 1 experiment, reusing towels was chosen 

as a green behavior at a hotel for the Study 2 experiment. Also, it is the most popular 

program that a hotel encourages its guests to be involved in during their stay at a hotel 

(Hetter, 2013). To be realistic, a message format followed a hotel’s green card, which is 
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normally placed in hotel rooms or bathrooms. It means that environmental images, a 

hotel logo, and an explanation of the towel reuse program were presented in a message. 

Besides flattery, all other elements were identical in the messages. Same as in Study 1, a 

fictitious brand name, Kii Hotel, was used to prevent biases caused by perceptions 

towards existing hotel brands. (Figure 6) 

 

Figure 8: Study 2 Stimuli 

 
With flattery 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Without flattery (control) 
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A pretest manifested a successful manipulation. Thirty-seven participants were 

recruited from a southwestern university and 76% correctly discriminated whether a 

message contained flattery or not. A crosstab analysis also indicated a significant 

difference between flattery message and control groups (𝜒2 (1, 37) = 8.101, p < .01). For 

the 26 participants who received a flattery message, an additional question was asked to 

identify a flattery paragraph and 81% answered correctly. 

Data Collection and Participants  

 The experiment was administered to 393 participants through Mechanical Turk 

(MTurk), which is available to collect valid data for an online experiment (Crump, 

McDonnell, & Gureckis, 2013). After deleting samples that failed to be manipulated, 336 

were included in the final analysis. A total of 161 participants (48%) were males and 175 

(52%) were females. The participants’ age ranged from 18 to 69 and approximately 70% 

were either in their 20s (34%) or 30s (35%). The majority of participants were 

White/Caucasian (81%) followed by Asian (6%), Hispanic (5%), and African American 

(5%). Four-year college graduates were 36% followed by those who completed some 

college (27%), high school (12%), Master’s degree (11%), and 2-year college (10%). 

About a half of participants earned less than $50K of household income while 12% 

reported more than $100K. The detailed demographic information is shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Study 2 Participants’ Demographics 

 
 

(N = 336) n (%) 
Gender  

Male 161 (48%) 
Female 175 (52%) 

Age  
Under 19 5 (2%) 
20 – 29 113 (34%) 
30 – 39 116 (34%) 
40 – 49 58 (17%) 
50 – 59 35 (10%) 
60 – 69 9 (3%) 

Ethnicity  
White/ Caucasian 273 (81%) 
Asian 20 (6%) 
African American 15 (5%) 
Hispanic 18 (5%) 
Native American 3 (1%) 
Other 7 (2%) 

Education  
Less than high school 2 (1%) 
High school/ GED 41 (12%) 
Some college 91 (27%) 
2-year college 32 (10%) 
4-year college 121 (36%) 
Masters 36 (11%) 
Doctoral 5 (2%) 
Professional (JD, MD) 8 (2%) 

Income  
Less than $30,000 77 (23%) 
$30,000 - $39,999 44 (13%) 
$40,000 - $49,999 51 (15%) 
$50,000 - $59,999 38 (11%) 
$60,000 - $69,999  29 (8%) 
$70,000 - $79,999 26 (8%) 
$80,000 - $89,999 19 (6%) 
$90,000 - $99,999 13 (4%) 
$100,000 and more 39 (12%) 
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Procedure 

 Following a short description of the study, participants received a consent form. 

Only those who agreed to voluntarily participate in the experiment were able to proceed. 

The first construct measured was environmentalism. Then, they were told that they were 

on a vacation and saw a green card when they arrived at a hotel room. Each participant 

was exposed to a randomly assigned stimulus and required to spend a minimum of 30 

seconds to read a given message. After the stimulus, they answered manipulation 

questions inquiring whether they thought a message contained flattery or not and if there 

was, which paragraph it was. Following, they had the main questionnaire to complete. 

The main questionnaire was composed of four sets of questions including intentions to 

reuse towels while staying at a hotel, skepticism towards a hotel’s CSR, perceived CSR 

motives, and demographics such as gender, age, ethnicity, education, and income. 

Measurement 

As stated above, three endogenous variables – intentions to reuse towels, 

skepticism, and perceived CSR motives – and one covariate – environmentalism – were 

measured in Study 2. The measurements were validated and adapted from the previous 

research.  

Endogenous Variables 

Intentions to Reuse Towels 

The intention to reuse towels identified how likely participants were to reuse 

towels while staying at a hotel after reading a green card given by a hotel. It was 

measured with four items on a 7-point Likert scale from strongly disagree (1) to strongly 
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agree (7) (Grau & Folse, 2007). Items were “I would be willing to participate in the 

hotel's towel reuse program,” “I would consider participating in reusing towels while 

staying at the hotel in order to provide help to the environmental cause,” “It is likely that 

I would contribute to water saving by getting involved in the hotel's towel reuse 

program”, and “I think that reusing towels while staying at the hotel is a good idea” (𝛼 

= .96, M = 5.82, SD = 1.38). 

Skepticism towards a hotel’s CSR 

 The same measurement used in Study 1 was adapted in Study 2. It was defined as 

the level of one’s doubt about how a hotel’s CSR would indeed improve society and four 

items on a semantic differential scale were utilized (𝛼 = .90, M = 3.35, SD = 1.33; 

Skarmeas & Leonidou, 2013). The 7-point scale was anchored by “It is 

doubtless/doubtful that the hotel is socially responsible,” “It is unsure/sure that the hotel 

follows high ethical standards,” “It is uncertain/certain that the hotel is concerned to 

improve the well-being of society,” and “It is questionable/unquestionable that the hotel 

acts in a socially responsible way.” 

CSR Motives 

Three items on a semantic differential 7-point scale, which was utilized in Study 

1, measured respondents’ perceived CSR motives in Study 2 as well (Becker-Olsen et al., 

2006). Participants answered a question inquiring what motivated the hotel to engage in a 

towel reuse program and rated the following items: hotel self-interested or community-

interested, firm-focused or customer-focused, and hotel profit-motivated or socially-

motivated (𝛼 = .88, M = 4.09, SD = 1.53). 
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Covariate 

Environmentalism 

 Same as Study 1, environmentalism was a covariate in Study 2. Adopted from 

Dunlap et al. (2000), the NEP scale of 15 items on a 5-point Likert scale ranged from 

strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) measured one’s environmentalism (α = .89, M 

= 3.49, SD = .65). The example items were “When humans interfere with nature, it often 

produces disastrous consequences,” “Despite our special abilities humans are still subject 

to the law of nature,” “The balance of nature is strong enough to cope with the impacts of 

modern industrial nations,” and “The earth is like a spaceship with very limited room and 

resources.” 

Results 

 To examine the proposed hypotheses for Study 2, a structural equation modeling 

analysis was performed using AMOS 22.0. Prior to hypothesis testing, CFA was 

conducted to confirm the reliability and validity of measured variables in addition to the 

Cronbach’s alpha. The analysis verified a good fit of the model, which represented 

constructs’ satisfactory reliability and validity (χ2 (278) = 500.156, p < .01, CFI = .959, 

TLI = .953, RMSEA = .049, AIC = 646.156) (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). Item loadings were 

significant and ranged from .74 to .94, which were above a cutoff value of .60 indicating 

an internal consistency of measurements. The values of CR and AVE of constructs 

demonstrated adequate convergent validity. All CR values were higher than the threshold 

(.70) (Nunnally, 1978) ranged from .88 to .96 and also, AVE scores fell in between .72 

and .83 above the cutoff point (.50) (Fornell & Larcker, 1981) (Table 6). Besides, 
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correlations between constructs were lower than .85, which supported discriminant 

validity among constructs (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Kline, 2011) (Table 7).  

 

Table 6: Study 2 Scale and Measurement  

 
Composite 
Reliability 

(CR) 

Average 
Variance 
Extracted 

(AVE) 

Factor 
Loadings 

Skepticism .91 .72  
It is (doubtless / doubtful) that Kii Hotel is a 
socially responsible hotel.   .81 

It is (uncertain/certain) that Kii Hotel is 
concerned to improve the well-being of 
society. 

  .85 

It is (unsure/sure) that Kii Hotel follows high 
ethical standards.   .90 

It is (questionable/unquestionable) that Kii 
Hotel acts in a socially responsible way.   .84 

CSR Motives .88 .72  

Hotel self-interested – Community-interested   .91 
Firm-focused – Customer-focused   .75 

Hotel profit-motivated – Socially-motivated   .88 
 
 
Intentions to Reuse Towels  

 
 

.96 

 
 

.83 
 

I would be willing to participate in Kii’s towel 
reuse program.   .95 

I would consider participating in reusing 
towels while staying at Kii in order to provide 
help to the environmental cause. 

  .94 

It is likely that I would contribute to this cause 
(water saving) by getting involved in Kii’s 
towel reuse program. 

  .93 

I think that reusing towels while staying at Kii 
is a good idea.   .91 
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Table 7: Study 2 Variable Descriptive Statistics and Correlations 

 Descriptive Statistics  Correlations 
 M SD 𝜶  (1) (2) (3) 
(1) Skepticism 3.35 1.33 .90  1.00   
(2) CSR Motives 4.09 1.53 .88  - .81** 1.00  
(3) Intentions to Reuse 
Towels 5.82 1.38 .96  - .51** .38** 1.00 

 Note: ** < .01 
 

A structural model was developed to analyze the direct effects of flattery and 

indirect effects of skepticism and perceived CSR motives. The final model fit indices 

indicated a good fit (χ2 (302) = 539.611, p < .01, CFI = .957, TLI = .950, RMSEA = .048, 

AIC = 691.611). Environmentalism was controlled in the model in that the significant 

influence of environmentalism on endogenous variables measured in this study was 

found. Individuals who were more likely to be concerned about protecting the 

environment tended to have lower skepticism towards a hotel’s green work (B = - .495, 

𝛽 = - .300, p < .01), consider a hotel’s motive as public-service (B = .738, 𝛽 = .313, p 

< .01), and have a higher intention to reuse towels while staying at a hotel (B = 1.131, 𝛽 

= .533, p < .01). 

 Hypothesis 9 predicted a positive impact of flattery in a hotel’s green card on 

individuals’ intentions to reuse towels during their stay at a hotel. The result supported H9 

(B = .311, 𝛽 = .110, p < .05) meaning that individuals who received a hotel’s green card 

including flattering statements were significantly more likely to reuse towels while 

staying in a hotel. Moreover, the results showed that people who read a flattery green 

card tended to believe a hotel’s CSR motive as public-serving (B = .364, 𝛽 = .115, p 

< .05). However, there was no significant influence of flattery found on skepticism 
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towards a hotel’s CSR engagement. Accordingly, H10 was rejected, but H11 was 

supported. 

 Albeit an indirect effect of flattery on towel reuse intentions through skepticism 

was anticipated (H12), since no significant causal relationship was found between flattery 

and skepticism, it was not suitable to perform a further mediation analysis of skepticism. 

Therefore, H12 was rejected. On the contrary, for a mediating effect of perceived motive 

on a relationship between flattery and towel reuse intentions, a bootstrapping analysis 

with 5,000 samples and a 95% confidence interval indicated a significant result (B 

= .076, 𝛽 = .027, p < .05). Further, a path from flattery to towel reuse intentions was 

insignificant after adding motive as a mediator in the model (B = .233, 𝛽 = .082, p 

> .05). This signifies a full mediation effect of perceived motives and supported H13. 

 
Table 8: Study 2 Hypothesis Testing Results 

Model Fit:  
χ2 (302) = 539.611, p < .01, CFI = .957, TLI = .950, RMSEA = .048, AIC = 691.611 

Exogenous Endogenous 𝜷    B S.E. p 
Flattery presence      

 Intentions to reuse towels while 
staying at a hotel (H9) 

.11 .31 .14 < .05 

 Skepticism (H10)  - .08 - .18 .12 > .05 
 Perceived CSR motives (H11) .12 .36 .17 < .05 

 
Mediating 
Effects 

  
𝜷 

 
B 

 
p 

 
Full/ Partial 
Mediation 

Skepticism      

 Flattery and intentions to reuse 
towels while staying at a hotel (H12) 

- - - -  

Perceived CSR 
Motives      

 Flattery and intentions to reuse 
towels while staying at a hotel (H13) 

.03 .08 < .05 Full 

 Note: β = standardized path coefficient; B = unstandardized path coefficient; S.E. = standard error.  
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Figure 9: Structural Equation Model Results for Flattery  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Note: Scores are standardized Beta coefficients; * < .05 
Environmentalism was a covariate in the model.  

 
 

Figure 10: Structural Equation Model Results for Mediating Effects 2  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Note: Scores are standardized Beta coefficients; * < .05 
Environmentalism was a covariate in the model.  
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STUDY 2 DISCUSSION 

 Study 2 concentrated on a persuasive CSR message strategy to encourage 

people’s pro-environmental behavior decision at a hotel. Particularly, it investigated if 

flattery, a well-applied strategy in the sales context (Vonk, 2002), could be a powerful 

persuasive tool to bolster guests’ towel reuse while staying at a hotel. In addition, to 

thoroughly understand their decision-making process, the role of skepticism and 

perceived motives was examined.  

 Findings showed that flattery had meaningful persuasive power. People who read 

a flattery green message showed significantly higher intentions to reuse towels while 

staying at a hotel compared to those who received a message without flattery. In the same 

manner, it positively influenced people’s perceived CSR motives. People in a control 

group, reading a green message without flattery, leaned towards a hotel’s self-serving 

CSR motive that they were likely to see a reason behind a hotel’s green engagement was 

to gain the hotel’s benefits while those who read a flattery green message were likely to 

deem a motive as public-serving that a hotel’s motivation was to genuinely improve 

society and the environment.  

 In terms of a decision making process of reusing towels in a hotel setting after 

being exposed to a green card, a perceived CSR motive was found to be a significant 

influential component. That is, a flattery green message led individuals to regard a hotel’s 

CSR motive as public-serving, which consequently directed them to have a higher 

intention to reuse towels. This also implies that people who believed a motive as self-
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serving, caused by a no flattery green message, were less likely to reuse towels while 

staying at a hotel.  

These findings shed light on the message content that hotel practitioners can 

empirically utilize to promote guests’ participation to a towel reuse program. Findings 

demonstrated that how to frame a message given to hotel guests is important for hotel 

managers, but at the same time, managers should fundamentally be conscious of how 

guests comprehend a hotel’s motivation to practice such programs and attempt to put an 

emphasis on their philanthropic purposes of CSR engagement. 
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Chapter 4: General Discussion 

 When it comes to CSR communication, corporations encounter a dilemma 

(Morsing, 2003). CSR communication increases the visibility of a company’s pro-social 

efforts to be deemed a responsible institution in society (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2004), but 

the more a company communicates, the more negative outcomes such as high skepticism 

may occur in the consumer’s mind (Schlegelmilch & Pollach, 2005). Concentrating on 

the hotel sector and its pro-environmental practices, this manuscript provides theoretical 

and empirical implications of CSR communication strategies and consumers’ 

interpretations for CSR scholars, as well as practitioners in the hotel industry.  

 The overall goal of the two studies presented in the previous chapter was to find 

out how a hotel should construct its green CSR messages with different purposes to 

maximize positive outcomes including both consumers’ perceptual and behavioral 

responses. Based on the findings, a specific and explicit description of a hotel’s pro-

environmental programs and an explanation of actual contributions are effective ways to 

enlighten consumers about its green efforts. While both ways can assuage consumer 

skepticism and a perceived self-serving motive and also, helps managing brand image 

and reputation, it was found that only recounting actual outcomes of green programs 

enhanced consumers’ trust towards a CSR message. The insignificant effect of the levels 

of information objectivity on message credibility shown in Study 1 is inconsistent with 

the previous research (e.g., Kim & Lee, 2009). These can be possible reasons for the 

insignificant findings. Since consumers are generally less likely to believe information 

directly coming from a company (e.g., Heidinger, 2012; Kim & Lee, 2009), it would be a 
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possible cause. Controlling for their levels of trust towards a company’s message in 

general would be necessary in future research. Also, another possible reason can be the 

lack of background information provided regarding the hotel. As a fictitious hotel name 

was used to prevent consumers’ existing bias, participants did not have any general 

background information about the hotel. This might lower their overall trust towards a 

hotel, which also could affect the credibility they assign a message regardless of its 

objectivity. Overall, the insignificant findings and possible reasons open a worthwhile 

potential avenue for future research.  

 Furthermore, this research verifies that flattery is a promising persuasive tactic to 

boost individuals’ green behavior in the hotel context. That is, it demonstrates that not 

only does flattery fit to the hotel’s characteristics, but flattery is also indeed a driving 

force behind the guests’ green behavioral support of the hotel’s pro-environmental CSR 

action. The two studies further suggest evidence that consumers’ skepticism and 

understanding of a hotel’s underlying motivation to execute green activities play a pivotal 

role in building their ensuing responses to a hotel and its green CSR. 

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS  

 While how and what to communicate about CSR practices is critical to build a 

good relationship with various stakeholder groups (Panwar, Rinne, Hansen, & Juslin, 

2006), limited attention has been given to CSR communication research (Ihlen, Bartlett, 

& May, 2011; Tench, Sun, & Jones, 2014). In that sense, the present study connotes 

several meaningful inferences especially for the CSR communication discipline.  
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First, this research broadens the comprehensive understanding of CSR 

communication effects in the hospitality business context. By examining different types 

of CSR messages on the basis of two main purposes of CSR communication: to inform 

and to persuade (McWilliams et al., 2006), this research ascertains that CSR messages 

have the power to alter consumers’ not only cognitive judgment about a hotel, but also 

their own behavioral actions. In other words, CSR communication can play a marketing 

role as well as serve as a social marketing tool where the primary goals are “to generate 

an intense bond between the consumer and the brand, and the main ingredient of this 

bond is trust” (Hiscock, 2001, p. 1) and to convince individuals to change behavior to 

enhance social welfare (e.g., Lee & Kotler, 2015), respectively.  

 Second, while the current research underlines the importance of CSR 

communication, it further contributes to develop effective framing strategies for CSR 

messages. As revealed in the results, not every CSR message is advantageous. For 

example, a brief explanation of a hotel’s green programs and commitments may backfire, 

whereas a message describing accurate and statistical information is effective to secure 

positive consequences of a hotel’s green efforts including lower skepticism, a favorable 

perception of a hotel’s CSR motivation, and positive perceptions of a hotel’s brand image 

and reputation. This finding is compatible to the argument that rational appeals are more 

suitable to explain pro-environmental information (Andreu, Casado-Díaz, & Mattila, 

2015). Also, it upholds people’s natural tendency to minimize uncertainty when making a 

decision, which further increases their information seeking (Berger & Calabrese, 1975). 

Therefore, it is imperative that a hotel makes consumers more knowledgeable about its 
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CSR initiatives by conveying adequate information and informing them of concrete 

achievements of its efforts in a CSR message so that consumers can rely on a given 

message itself to arrive at their final reactions.  

Third, given that framing drives message receivers to interpret the content in a 

certain way since it spotlights a particular aspect of a message (Entman, 1993), this 

research calls attention to flattery effects in CSR communication. Adopting flattery as a 

persuasive signal in a CSR message and revealing its positive impacts on individuals’ 

perceived CSR motives and towel reuse intentions while staying at a hotel with an 

emphasis on a hotel guests’ distinct psychological need – enhancing self-esteem, the 

current study expands the boundary of flattery’s application and persuasion competence. 

While it has been a popular topic to explore in the sales context (e.g. Vonk, 2002), this is 

one of very few studies examining flattery effects in relation to CSR communication as 

well as under the service business circumstance. In that sense, this research opens up a 

novel venue for the investigation of persuasive CSR messages.   

Fourth, from the consumer psychology perspective, the present study provides 

evidence that consumer skepticism and perceived CSR motives can account for the 

formation of consumer responses to a company as to its pro-environmental CSR practice. 

It uncovers that a reason that CSR communication may result in an undesirable consumer 

response, such as a negative brand image or a denial to perform green actions at a hotel, 

is because consumers distrust a hotel’s green efforts and assess its motivation so as to 

achieve self-benefits. By clarifying such mediating effects of the two precedent factors, 

which have been ambiguous in prior studies, this research argues that skepticism and 
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perceived motives are essential aspects that shape consumers’ opinions in the process of 

interpreting CSR messages.  

Lastly, this research contributes taking different theoretical approaches to 

understand how consumers respond to green CSR messages and to develop effective CSR 

messages. From a communication point of view, it reviewed a concept of claim 

objectivity and dwelled on the importance of the information accuracy of CSR messages. 

Besides, it expanded consumer psychological theories by bringing them into CSR 

communication. As a kind of attribution theory, the correspondent inference theory 

provided a logical structure to comprehend how people infer others’ motives to take a 

certain behavior and also, accounted for why a presentation of actual impacts of CSR 

activities is more effective than describing future commitments. Further, by looking into 

the individuals’ motivational aspects, this study was founded on self-enhancement theory 

for persuasive CSR messages, which clarified why flattery worked to elicit people’s 

green behavior in the hotel setting. While self-enhancement theory is highly self-concept 

oriented, it has gained relatively limited attention from CSR scholars. Accordingly, this 

research extends its application to CSR message framing development and advances the 

understanding of its power with respect to individuals’ altruistic behavior.   

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

Results regarding message framing found in these two experiments propose 

pragmatic strategies for hotel practitioners to effectively communicate their pro-

environmental initiatives to consumers. When they communicate their green CSR 

engagement, one momentous consideration should be whether the information is 
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concretely outlined. This approach in creating a CSR message helps hotel managers 

mitigate consumers’ skepticism toward their green efforts and reinforce a consumers’ 

perception that their green efforts are indeed for the public benefits. Beside these positive 

outcomes, if hotels aim to strengthen consumers’ trust towards their CSR information, it 

is suggested to articulate their past accomplishments in a message, indicating how their 

efforts improved society well-being and the environment. Differently stated, it would be 

better for hotels to postpone their CSR communication to consumers until they actually 

perform and have significant improvements in protecting the natural environment. 

Furthermore, such high accuracy of information and former contributions depicted in a 

CSR message can support a hotel’s hidden goals of CSR engagement such as 

ameliorating a brand image or reputation. Since a salient challenge of CSR 

communication for a company is to cope with a consumer’s view that it advertises itself 

using pro-social or pro-environmental efforts (Schlegelmilch & Pollach, 2005), message 

strategies verified in this research will be a means for not only increasing the potential to 

achieve a successful green CSR practice, but also satisfy a hotel’s marketing objectives.   

In the same vein, the present research sheds light on a direction for hotel 

managers to prompt guests’ participation in its green programs. While hotels commonly 

use an environmental concern-oriented message, which tends to position the guests’ 

mindset as an environmentalist (Goldstein, Cialdini, & Griskevicius, 2008), it is worth 

incorporating flattery in their green card, which can please a person’s natural self-esteem 

and increase their green behavioral support. Overall, three different directions to create 

hotel’s green CSR messages are suggested in this research. Therefore, depending on the 
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ultimate goals of CSR activities, hotel managers can adopt appropriate message strategies 

for their successful CSR communication with consumers.  

Additionally, these two studies stress that even if a hotel is involved in various 

CSR programs and actively communicate with consumers, it might not have the positive 

outcomes it anticipates. Rather than simply posting the information or focusing on the 

achievement of CSR goals, it is wise for hotel managers to keep track of whether 

consumers trust their efforts and how they perceive their CSR motives. A short survey of 

hotel guests can be a follow-up to inquire about their thoughts regarding a hotel’s green 

programs and monitor what stance they have on a hotel’s efforts. In addition, hotel 

practitioners should accentuate their altruistic intention and ensure to be noticed by 

consumers through effective CSR communication.  

FUTRUE RESEARCH AND LIMITATIONS 

 In light of the findings of the two studies, there are several limitations that should 

be noted. First, this research did not include hotel class as an affecting factor for CSR 

communication. Since hotel class is an evident characteristic and the level of pro-

environmental activities may depend on hotel class due to capability and feasibility, 

consumers typically demand more from upscale hotels (McGehee et al., 2009). Such 

consumers’ different stance on a hotel’s CSR practice in accordance with its class may 

have significant effects on how consumers construe the hotel’s CSR messages. Thus, 

future study needs to examine the effects of hotel class. In a similar manner, consumers 

can also be categorized by the hotel class that they mostly choose to stay at. To more 
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precisely comprehend consumers’ responses to hotels’ CSR initiatives, segmented hotel 

consumer groups should be analyzed in future research. 

Second, findings of the two experiments pertain to only American consumers. 

Although MTurk was used to include a wide range of the population, only people located 

in the U.S. were subject to the experiments. Since hotels’ consumers are likely to be 

international, future research should expand to explore different populations, such as 

foreign consumers in order to improve the generalizability of the findings.  

 Third, as this research employed one specific green practice – saving water, other 

types of green programs including saving energy activities or recycling should be taken 

into consideration. Besides, in addition to pro-environmental CSR, hotels involve in 

many different kinds of pro-social programs like sponsorship, employee welfare, 

volunteering, or local community development. In-depth examinations of CSR message 

strategies for such different CSR programs will bolster the findings of this research and 

also, advance consumers’ understanding of hotels’ CSR communication.  

Similarly, in terms of hotel guests’ behavior, other pro-environmental behavior 

that hotels request their guests to perform during their stay, such as recycling or turning 

off the air conditioner or heater, can be a topic for future study. Also, recently hotels have 

asked their guests to donate money, hotel reward points, or left-over supplies to help a 

charity that has a partnership with them. For example, Best Western asks its guests to 

support the Better World Fund to aid people in need around the world (Best Western, 

2016). Even though Lee and Moscardo (2005) found that pro-environmental consumers 

showed a higher tendency to behave in a pro-social manner, research about individuals’ 
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pro-social behavior in the tourism context is relatively scarce (Mair, 2011). Given that, 

exploring consumers’ pro-social actions at a hotel is an encouraging avenue, which will 

enhance the comprehension of consumer behavior in the service business.  

 Since this study measured consumers’ intentions to reuse towels at a hotel, a field 

study should be conducted to examine actual hotel guests’ towel reuse behavior. 

Although Ajzen (1985) argued that intentions could represent actual behavior, constraints 

in addition to perceived motives or skepticism towards a hotel’s CSR may exist in the 

actual hotel stay circumstance. According to Baker, Davis, and Weaver (2013), there are 

three barriers – comfort, luxury, and cost cutting – to hamper individuals’ green actions 

in the hotel setting. A comfort barrier means the feeling of discomfort, which may be 

caused by green behavior (Dolnicar, Crouch, & Long, 2008). A luxury barrier indicates 

that guests expect to be well treated with high consumption of resources and believe that 

they have a right to be luxurious (Tzschentke, Kirk, & Lynch 2008). Lastly, cost cutting, 

which can be related to consumer skepticism, represents a guests’ belief that green 

programs are undertaken to lower a hotel’s costs (Baker et al., 2013). These constraints 

were found to have negative relationships with a consumers’ choice of green hotels and 

financial support to hotels’ green initiatives (Baker et al., 2013). Therefore, how these 

constraints, which are closely related to the quality of an individuals’ hotel stay, influence 

their behavioral decisions towards a hotel’s CSR program needs to be investigated in 

future research.  

 The present study sheds new light on the positive effects of flattery reinforcing 

self-enhancement on changing people’s behavior in a pro-environmental fashion. As this 
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study integrated flattery into a CSR message, which also carried a social marketing 

purpose, it can be a steppingstone to an extended investigation of how self-enhancing 

messages influence other types of social marketing campaigns including responsible 

drinking, stopping smoking, or safe driving. Also, different kinds of self-enhancing 

messages besides flattery and the levels of that persuasive power need to be further 

explored in accordance with campaign characteristics such as types or target groups.  

 The perceived CSR motives measured in this research was dichotomized by 

public-serving versus self-serving (e.g., Becker-Olsen et al., 2006; Foreh & Grier, 2003). 

However, other CSR studies further determined motives more specifically as value-

driven, stakeholder-driven, egoistic-driven, and strategic-driven (Ellen et al., 2006). 

Utilizing this measurement will improve studies about consumers’ perceptions of a firm’s 

CSR motive in that it is eligible to identify what aspects of self-serving motives (e.g., to 

satisfy stakeholders’ demand, to assist a company’s marketing goals, or to merely fulfill 

its obligation) is magnified to consumers.  

The final limitation is derived from MTurk. As an online platform for collecting 

data, MTurk allowed study participants to have complete freedom in terms of time, place, 

and behavior while participating in the experiments. This indicated that there could be 

possibilities that participants were not able to fully concentrate on the stimulus and 

questions as well as spend more time to complete a questionnaire than intended. 

Therefore, a lab or a place where distractions cold be eliminated and where an identical 

environment could be provided to all participants would help to attain higher quality data, 

which would further improve the validity of findings.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

In compliance with an emphasis of CSR engagement on corporations’ business, 

CSR communication is considered as a core element (Sorsa, 2008). However, given that 

CSR communication can be counterproductive to a firm (Du et al., 2010; Schlegelmilch 

& Pollach, 2005), companies need to take a careful approach in delivering pro-social or 

pro-environmental information to consumers. In particular, by looking into hotels’ pro-

environmental CSR communication and consumers’ responses, this research 

demonstrates empirical evidence that communicating green efforts has indeed significant 

impacts on hotels’ green CSR. Further, it highlights the importance of message framing 

in CSR communication by revealing positive consumer responses caused by message 

objectivity, impact-focused message content, and presence of flattery in CSR messages. 

Such results signify how to construct CSR messages should be a crucial matter for hotel 

managers in order to convince consumers to modify their judgment, which consequently 

improves the outcomes of its green CSR practices.   

Consumers have limited cognitive ability and time with the overwhelming amount 

of information nowadays (Lang, 2000). It means that they are likely to provoke “bounded 

rationality” that they optimize their rationality with a limit of given boundaries (Simon, 

1955). Also, because individuals attempt to arrive at the best decision by using as few 

cognitive inputs as possible, they come to rely on a heuristic, but effective cue (Chaiken, 

Liberman, & Eagly, 1989; Gigerenzer, 2004). As shown in the present study, a certain 

type of CSR message can serve as a cue for consumers to appraise the hotel’s CSR 

practices, overall brand image, and reputation as well as lead them to change their 
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behavior. Therefore, further in-depth investigations of CSR communication strategies 

with diverse viewpoints need to be established to maximize the positive consequences of 

CSR communication while minimizing the boomerang effects of for-profit companies, 

including hotels. 
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